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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, November 29, 1945

vy's Gold Train
Bring Famed
r Relics Here

2-Year-Old Charmer

dor, Helicopter, Guns,
phibious Tank Some
Victory Special's

Sponsors Select
Members Of Board
For New Hospital

Blue-Eyed Siren

SURRENDER'DOCUMENTS COMING

SUGAR STAMP NO. 38
BEING COUNTERFEITED
IN PRINCETON, REPORT
Sugar Stamp No. 38, good
for five pounds of sugar until December 31, is being
counterfeited in Princeton,
Robert Jacob, chief clerk of
the Caldwell War Price and
Rational Board, said Wednesday.
The culprits are using
Sugar Stamp No. 37, long
since invalidated, and are
pasting an 8 over the 7. The
cotinterfeiting Ii haNle-te detect in casual handling, Mr.
Jacob said.
Grocers are being asked to
watch for the counterfeited
sugar stamps and the public
is warned that heavy penalties will result from convictions of this offense, Mr.
Jacob said.

Of
Kiwanis, Rotary And
Public Will Organize
For Campaign
Representatives

radIORS
e Navy's land-going Victory
Special, a complete railtrain carrying representafighting equipment and
from the ;oast powerful
in World history, will steam
a local siding Monday, Dec.
welcome aboard citizens
aldwell county. The Navy

Recount Fails To
Affect Result Of
Council Election
Chester Sisk Gains 11
Votes But Falls
16 Short Of Victory
Margin

Princeton's new City Council,
Thos. J. Simmons, R. S.
to take office December 3, will
Gregory, George Eldred and
be composed of four members
G. M. Pedley, representing the
of the Conservative Ticket and
the Peoplia.
ahead!
two members.
Kiwanis Club, and Gordon. L,isTicket, as was reported in The
anby, Chas. P. Brooks, Robert
Leader immediately following
Jacob and Duke Pettit, reprecompletion of the count of the
senting the Rotary Club, have
ballots in the November 6 elecbeen named as members of a
tion.
board of directors for Princeton's
Ifatri
Winners are: Charles Wadlirtgproposed new hospital, it was
ton, A. M. Jones, J. H. Morgan,
nd Sales Still
announced this week.
George Denham, Howard Stone
e Lagging Here
Four other citizens, representand Joe Jones, it was decided
................40
Mabel Marigold, 2-year-old
Victory Bond sales are
after a recount of questioned baldaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don- ing the public-at-large here, will
..................
2
/
81
Mahan,
"Betty"
Elizabeth
lagging here, Dr. C. F.
lots in 04 circuit courtroom here
ald Roberts, of the Quinn be chosen to complete personnel
months old, is the only child Monday, Judge H. F. S. Bailey
elhardt, county chair.
community, is already quite of the new board, Henry Sevison,
Mahan,
John
of Mr. and Mrs.
Elks To Hold Annual
presiding.
reported Tuesday, with
a charmer in her neighbor- Kiwanis president, said.
Route 2. Mrs. Mahan is the
The court granted the petition
The board is expected to form
$25,031.25 in E-Bonds
Memorial Service Sunday former Elizabeth Stephens.
hood.
the Peoples Ticket plaintiffs
of
a hospital organization and elect
hased against the coun
The BPOE Elks will hold
-any prob.
a recount of certain ballots
for
a
president
who
will
an
name
the
and
$62,500,
of
s quota
Victory Loan officials are shown above holding the original annual memorial service at the
'and, on motion of the parties, apexecutive committee, which in
go through;
of all Victory Bonds
USS
the
aboard
Japanese
Elks' clubroom Sunday afternoon
pointed Charles McGoUgh and
turn will have charge of a finan- surrender documents signed by the
at $167,531.25, against a
to the public at at 2 o'clock. Judge W. A. Middleprompt ser.
Earl Hillyard to be counters for
cial campaign to get money for Missouri. These documents will be shown
ota of $217,500. The camcoming here Mon- ton, Paducah, will give the adthe plaintiffs and Philip Stevens
f continued
the new building, let a contract Princeton, aboard the Navy's Victory Special,
is scheduled to end
dress and the Butler High
and Mitchell Clift, counters for
day, Dec. 3. Hours, 8 A.M. to 12 Noon.
and
a
supervise
of
construction
mber 8, and this is the
Farm Bureau President
es that boGlee Club, under direction of "Little 16" Coaches,
the defendants.
Mr.
hospital,
Sevison
said.
war bond drive, the
Miss Martha Schultz, will present School Heads To Meet
The recount showed minor
Urges Citizens To
This plan has been worked
asury Department has Wispecial music. The public is corin totals for all candichanges
out by the cooperating Kiwanis
Here Saturday
Write To Salons
nced.
dially invited.
dates for the councilmanic posts
School superintendents, princi- but not sufficient in any instance
The board of directors of the and Rotary clubs in an effort
ric), reflects
pals of high schools, football and to change result of the election.
County Farm Bureau to gain cooperation of all interCaldwell
of our or.
' 1, co-sponsored by the U.
Bryant Taking Poll
basketball coaches and others as first announced.
in session Saturday directed ested persons here in providing
asury Department and the
interested in high 'school athlecere appreFarm Bureau
Asks
Education
President W. G. Shoulders to a modern hospital building and
Club
The board of election comOf
For
Teen-Age
Board
County
as railroads, is visiting appeal to Representative Joe service for the community,
tics, representing schools which missioners was ordered by Judge
V.
adult
supervisor
Bryant,
K.
Rural
Of
Problem
association
Solve
Help
To
Directors
on behalf of the Victory
are members of the Western Bailey to issue new certificates
Nunn and Senator Roy McDon- spokesmen Tor the two clubs
of Princeton's ,,Teen-Age Club,
drive and may be inspectS you have
Athletic Association, of election to the candidates who
Schools; Aid Of Other Groups To Be Sought
ald to actively support larger stated.
is taking a poll this week among Kentucky
16", received the six largest numbers
ithout charge from 8 A.M.
Full and active cooperation of
Classes for Cobb High School at Butler are to be used, and eligible boys and girls at Butler sometimes called the "Little
appropriations for rural highNoon at Princeton's depot.
will gather at Butler High School of votes (those named above),
ways and an amendment to the all ,religious, fraternal, civic and pupils will convene in the But- additional seating is being pro- High School to ascertain whether
Saturday morning at 10 o'clock and to certify to the Council of
med with such famed
present law to change the fac- women's organizations in the ler High School building Mon- vided by the County Board of they desire to have the club
tions under
their annual meeting. for
sing weapons as radar, a
town
and
be
will
county
earnestthe City of Princeton that these
statea
W.
to
C.
day, Dec. 1 according
continue another year,
tor population to rural populaEducation. ,
football championship of have been duly elected.
The
carrier
pter,
guns,
naval
ly
it
was
sought,
declared.
us. For this
Sparks, chairman of the project,
ment issued by Caldwell County
tion. This, according to Mr.
Decline in rural population in said Wednesday. The club's first the conference will be awarded
aft, and the awe-inspiring
The plaintiffs were granted an
School Superintendent Edw. F.
Shoulders would provide for al, it has not
at this meeting, C. A. Horn,
Kentucky Court
-Woos tank, the Navy SpeBlackburn, following a meeting recent years presents a serious year has been pronounced high- superintendent of City schools, appeal to the
location of funds to counties on
Appeals but it was indicated
is manned by a crew of 25
of
with
the
connection
in
problem
and
sponsors
by
its
ly
successful
Board
omplished.
County
the
Caldwell
of
population
rural
the basis of
announced and other seasonal
would not be taken. L. B.
Ts and petty officers, reof Education last Friday. Grade education of rural high school the teen-agers themselves and business of the association will this
rather than for population as a
determinaPaducah, was attorAlexander,
nting the fighting team of
In
stated.
lessenof
Mr.
Blackburn
no
evidence
is
pupils,
there
pupils will continue at Cobb in
whole, which would give strictly
be transacted. Princeton has ney for the defendants and
re.
Navy. Marine Corps and
said.
the
Mr.
Caldwell
Bryant
ing of interczt,
the two small buildings undam- view of this fact
rural counties like Caldwell
frequently played host to this Earl Nichols, Madisonville, for
Guard.
County Board of Education and
aged by fire.
pleasure.
much larger percentage of rural
ed
Are
For
Recommend
group.
the plaintiffs.
land-going Navy exhibit
An invitation to amaelell MU- other school officials are giving Tobacco Sells Off At
highway funds than they now
Owensboro's undefeated Red
The recount gave the various
up of three flat cars have. This is only fair and just, Proposed New Soil
'prothe
to
consideration
serious
exwas
able facilities at Butler
Devils, winners over Henderson candidates the following totals.
o
Opening
,Owensbor
two baggage cars. All of
he
said.
time,
this
blem
at
Conservation District
tended to the Caldwell County
Purple. Flash in their annual Previously
Mr. Shoulders said, and would
totals
announced
The Pryor tobacco market
exhibits are on display on
Members of the Board of DiW. P. Oldham, Ytt. 3, Prince- Board following loss of the Cobb
(Thanksgiving Day game last appear in parenthesis. Charles
aid in getting this county's ruTuesday
in
Owensboro
opened
flat and baggage cars. A
ton, and P. M. Sell, Star Rt. 6, school building by fire, Novem- rectors of the Caldwell County
week, are expected to get the Wadlington, 840, (842); A. M.
ral people out of the mud.
is the home of the naval
extended an with 282,166 pounds of the dark title, altho both Hopkinsville's
The Farm Bureau Postwar Princeton, have been recom- ber 20. The offer was unani- Farm Bureau were
Gus Jones, 810, (811); J. H. Morel making the trip.
to meet with the Cald- weed being sold for $6,404.82, Tigers and the Henderson team gan, 807, (808) George Denham,
Rural Planning Committee and mended to the State Soil Con- mously accepted by the County invitation
huna
$23.53
of
an
average
at
Education
of
Ts to the "Gold Train"
Board
well
County
have higher percentage ratings 780, 769); Howard Stone, 771,
all others interested in rural de- servation Committee by the Board as the most feasible plan
be introduced to a naval
its next session to present dred pounds. This was $4.87 a under the Dickinson system used,
Joe Jones, 767, (769);
velopment recognize that all' County Farm Bureau, for ap- for providing high school in- at
day
last
opening
under
hundred
re. The three flat cars
their views along the line of an
in deciding such winners, Mr. Hugh Blackburn, 763, (765);
weather roads for all farm peo- pointment as supervisors of the struction for Cobb pupils at preeducational program for Cald- season. The crop is somewhat in- Horn said. Henderson defeated Tom Hammond, 760, (762);
been joined together so
ple of the county are a pre-re- proposed Soil Conservation dis- sent.
well County High School pupils. ferior to that in 1944, according Hopkinsville.
their outline presents the
Chester Sisk, 752, (741); L. W.
quisite- to other rural develop- trict which is to be voted upon, School officials have been busy
Other rural groups are to be to local tobacco men, when the
ce of a Navy submarW. T. McGraw. principal at Bodenhamer, 733, (727); C. N.
ments and should be supported Saturday, Dec. 15, W. G. Should- this week arranging for transfer
On the deck of this "subnames and faces
of pupils and teachers to the contacted later, Mr. Blackburn average on dark opened at Sturgis, is president of the Adams, 694, (688); Barney Pool,
vigorously by all interested in ers said this week.
$28.37, and on the second day W1CAA, and J. 0. Lewis, Fulton 643. (641).
visitors will see many
quarters. Rooms not in use said.
local
Mr.
said
the
State
Shoulders
rural welfare, a spokesman said.
to $24.50.
dropped
superintendent, is secretary.
e
interesting
exhibits.
Betty,
law
llogg's, Lady
Mr. Shoulders pointed out that Soil Conservation District
visitors progress through perhaps 80 percent of this coun- provides for appointment of two
She Accepted
er brands you are
Washington-(W)-During
train, one side of the pasTire Output Rising,
ty's population depends directly supervisors by the State Comthe capital transit strike
ay will be bordered with
three
othand
of
mittee,
election
of
business
to
or
on the farm
receiving more
Rationing End Hoped
which left some 500,000
Yr of all Navy medals. farmers for their living, there- ers by farmers of the district.
rides
no
with
s
Washingtonian
Early Next Year
For
yed persons are going to
fore, all have an interest. He It becomes the duty of the two
(By A...iodated Prem.)
to work, people were trying
er that many of the VicBarkley Submits Roy
suggests individuals interested appointed supervisors to apply
Washington-The government's County Chairman Urges
everything from roller skates
Train Special
personnel in rural roads write Representa- for a charter and take necessary
Net
Tigers'
Butler
Shelbourne's Name
expressed hope that tire ration- All Eligible Farmers
be wearing some of' these
tive Joe Nunn, Linton, Ky., and steps to provide for a referening can end early next year was
Schedule Shows
For Federal Post
13¢, 2 forl
that they have won in Senator Roy McDonald, Cadiz, dum for election of the other
bolstered by an official report To Vote
-President
Games
(JP)
15
Of
Total
Washington
the
war.
of
theaters
Caldwell county farmers will
and let them know they are in- three members.
that tire output is up sharply.
train will be decorated terested in this more rapid denominated Shackelford
The Butler 1945-46 basketball
Truman
A
district,
Soil
Conservation
time out from their farm
protake
that
announced
OPA
The
. 2 can 1
Navy signal flags and na- velopment in the Farm-to-Mark- governed by a board of super- Miller, Jr., of Kentucky to be a
squad had its first practice Tues- duction has increased considera- work in the next two weeks to
day, with 50 boys out. To head bly during the past weeks, and nominate and elect AAA comsignalmen will flash mes- et road program.
visors made up of five members, judge of the United States Cirfrom one end to the other
the squad this year will be Jim- "barring work stoppages, is ex- munity and county committeeis a subdivision of goverrunent cuit Court of Appeals for the
bulk, 5 lbs.
signal lights--the
mie Butler and Ralph Martin, pected to attain the scheduled men for the coming year. Nomthrough which soil conservation Sixth District.
Navy'sof
as acting co-captains. The Tig- production goal of 11,000,000 inating meetings will be held
Fire Damages Lumber
silent conununicaMiller, who is federal judge
work is sponsored, Mr. ShouldStyle
ers' schedule is as follows:
for the Western District of KenDec. 1, at 10 o'clock, to nomin(passenger) tires this quarter.
ers said.
$300; 3 Other Alarms
Home
Dec. 11 Madisonville
qt. jar I
ate community committeemen.
All work done by a district itucky, was named by Judge ElFire which damaged some new
Dec. 14 Trigg County Home
wood Hamilton's death.
Farmers will be nominated,from
Improved
Glenn
lumber at the site of Dr. Wallace is voluntary. The supervisors
R.
S.
Away
Senator Alben W. Barkley, anDec. 18 Eddyville
whom will be elected, later,
its
to
no
enforce
have
authority
C.
SaturE.
last
Lt.
but
home
horseback,
new
to
Ramage's
Away After Hospitalization
he has submitted to the
20 Kuttawa
Dec.
nounced
(
community committeemen
three
he
any
on
wishes
landowner,
soluestimated
prize
an
the
No. 2 can 11
Gulick found
day resulted in
Suffering a slight congestion and two alternates. At the same
Home
President the name of Roy M.
Jan. 7 Dawson
way to the Navy
his
On
tion.
loss of $300, it was announced said.
R.
Seldon
lung,
former
Paducah,
Away in the right
Jan. 11 Marion
time, delegates to the county
After a district is formed, it Shelbourne of
bicycle with
p.
this week. A grass fire in the
and mem- Department on a
Away !Glenn, 67, U. S. Collector of convention will be nominated.
Jan. 15 Fredonia
1$
did will have the assistance and co- highway commissioner
afternoon
han1
the
to
Sunday
for
attached
basket
cemetery
2
Men
Expected To
N
Home 'Internal Revenue and a leader These delegates, when elected,
ber of the State board of bar
Jan. 18 Cobb
dlebars, he offered a lift to
slight damage and the fire de- operation of the Extension SerHome I in State Democratic political cir- will elect the three-man county
examiners, to succeed Judge
y Turkey Dinner
Jan. 22 Eddyville
extinguished
vice,
Soil
Service,
Conservation
en
quickly
McCauley,
R.
partment
Mrs. John
Miller.
Trigg County Away an for three decades, was con- committee, which will adminis25
Jan.
of
basement
and
other
state
agenand
federal
She
the
in
burning hay
route to the Pentagon.
Program
The Court of Appeals salary is
Away fined Tuesday at SS. Mary and ter the AAA program in the
Jan. 29 Madisonville
0 oz. jar
Sunday, cies.
basket.
Methodist Men's Club of the Watson Feed Store
year, compared to $10,- / &imbed right into the
a
$12,500
Home Elizabeth Hospital.
Kuttawa
1
Feb.
county.
County Agent J. F. Graham
e n Memorial Methodist also with minor loss. An alarm
r 24¢
Mr. Glenn was stricken with
000 a year for the district judgeHome
Feb. 5 Marion
In announcing the nominating
department
to
and
improvefire
returned
said
maintainance
the
by
Armstrong
Toms
answered
Dennis
will hold Its monthly
ship.
Away a chill at his Anchorage home meeting, Curtis E. George, count, Fresh
8 Dawson
Feb.
burning
visby
most
is
after
the
soil
fertility
of
caused
ment
Monday
was
Tex.,
Wharton,
meeting Friday night at Monday
Judge Miller has been sitting as
imp, Carrots,
Home Saturday and removed to the ty AAA chairman, appealed for
Cummins important thing farmers can do
brother, W.D. Armstrong. Feb. 15 Fredonia
o'clock in the church base- grass in the rear of the
district judge since March 4, 1939. iting his
hospital Monday, where he was a full attendance. "Solution of
Hopkinsville
for themselves and for the welService Station,
placed under an oxygen tent for post-war problems ahead", he
to
according
No damage,
fare of the county, and that the
of the church
a short time, his physician said, said, "is the vital concern of
will street.
good that will come from a Soil
a turkey dinner to the 100 department records.
reporting him improved.
every farmer. Consequently, it
Conservation district will be deexpected to attend. Last
is to his own best interest to
active
how
on
termined largely
76 were present.
Forestry
Shows
Big Time Basketball
Nelson
make sure that the men adminthe supervisors are. He said there
Club supports all church
Movie To Kiwanis Club
Paducah
istering AAA programs in the
To
Coming
that
and
done,
be
to
much
Is
a
made
Nelson
Ralph
Forester
'es and assumes outstandcounty are the ones he wants
size cad' I
Paducah, Nov. 28 - College after a district is formed, all
showed a motion
Projects for future developthe Marion score brief talk and
represent him.
Following
to
which is coming to farmers should strive to get the
3-yard
basketball,
Princeton
the
on
bounds
strika
was
er the church. It Is now
Playing great defensive footto receive but al- picture film which
chose
Butler
a big way this win- greatest good that can be obin
Paducah
of for1/‘
ball the underdog Butler Tigers stripe.
kickoff to roll ing lesson in necessity
ring completion
night,
of the
• ial) doz.
second attempt at the lowed the Marion
ter, opens here Monday
tained through it.
on estry management at Wednes- Five From Caldwell
fought their traditional rivals, On their
floor of the educational
recovered
A.
was
E.
it
and
Coach
dead
an
and
when
fumbled
Dec. 10,
Marion
Kiwanis
Marion High, to a standstill for line
marker by day's, meeting of the
. Work has already beJoin US Armed Forces
or WinesaPe
Princeton forward recover- Princeton's 30-yard
Diddle brings his Western KenClub. The club voted unanimousnearly three quarters but suc- alert
and, according to officials Laity State Hilitoppers for a On U. K. Committee
v Charles Dempsey Mitchell was
Marion.
these
of
exception
the
Club
With
e
ed.
and
Teen-Ag
the
weight
sponsor
ly to
Sovern John Larkins, son of cumbed before sheer
e club, is progressing niceinducted into the Navy and
Here Marion turned on the
battle with Southern Illinois
14 to two threats, the remainder of
again next year, providing
it S. Sneed is chairman of 'University, of Carbondale. Other Mrs. S. J. Larkins, and a fresh- a more powerful offense
that had carried the blue- here
E. Moss, John H. Castlepower
John
ing
see-saw
a
was
half
first
signify
the
town
the youth' of the
the College of Engineer- 6 in the mud of the Marion field
10
A
berry, Lawrence E. Peters and
clad boys through their most
lines,
building
and college games scheduled for the man in
committee,
28-yard
the
between
game
poun.
tucking at the University of last Thanksgiving afternoon.
and scored on they want it
Edward L. I3oisture into the
Harralson is chairman Tilghman gym this season are
Butler having distinct edge. successful season
The lighter Princeton boys with
Kentucky, has been recently apthrough the
attempt
State
third
Army at Louisville recently, the
their
-Murray
the
of
midway
University
finance committee.
came
Fireworks
De Paul
Day
Turkey
Serving
dance
Byrne
the
the
J.
of
A.
member
first amazed
caldwell County Selective SererY man in Princeton who College, Monday night, Jan. 14; pointed a
with Butler scoring Princeton line.
period,
third
aggressiveness
Waters
their
Union,
crowd by
committee of the Student
of the game wa In Japanese
vice Board announced this week.
subscribe to the principles and Kentucky-Vanderbilt, Saturfirst. Don Morgan grabbed a The remainder
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Dycus,
ME
It was announced this week.
and alertness, then won the apFrank- spent by the Tigers attempting
Jimmy
which
pass
a
Marion
received
e erganizastion is extended day night, Feb. 9.
recently
hardmost
plause of all but the
their aerial attack to Princeton,
Invitation to
of Goldnamer's
lin' had tapped out of reach of to get
attend the Frifrom their son, A. J. Dycus, Remodeling
Lieut. Comdr. John E. Sims bitten Crittenden county fans.
and Marion fighting to pro- letter
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30
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and
opponent
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eight meeting, the Rev. J. Byron Williams Gives
aboard the des- Store Has Been Finished
the
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he
quarter
that
S2-e,
first
the
in
Early
Coast
Arrives On West
fail- tect her lead.
Final 'woak was completed on
Klee said.
troyer, U.S.S. Cotten, anchored
Marion's 6-yard for a touchdown. Princeton
Program For Rotary
Doped by all West Kentucky
Lieut. Comdr. John Earl Sims Tigers drove to
and redecorating
remodeling
the
to convert.
also
ed
Ile
Japan.
hit
Bay,
to
punch
Tokyo
In
the
Byron Williams presented
small
lacked
the
has notified his wife, the former line but
Goldnamer's Store, it was anthe same stanza sports writers to take
at
in
Education,
over
Later
way
his
on
on
Rotary
ever
that
took
stated
on
Of instruction
Marion
program,
30. to 0 score, the
Sarah Mohon, that he arrived pay dirt and
by Hillary Barnett, coMarion drove 60 yards on power end of a
aboard the transport, Arlington, nounced
;astern Stars Held
Tuesday night's regular meeting in San !eremite°, November 22. downs.
oatackle lighter and less experienced
week. Newly designed
this
an
on
owner,
score
to
Visitors
for
football
Okinawa
Club.
at
the
off
of
school of instruction was of the Rotary
serving on the staff In the last few minutes Marion smash from the 16-yard stripe. Caldwell county youngsters cov- he stopped
been
has
shelves in maple
He
and
counters
the
boarded
Johnston,
Swisher,
by several hours. He
the Masonic Hail Twis- present were Kenneth
of Admiral Wilkinson, Cmrunan- second quarterwent offtackle for Their try for point was good, and ered themselves with glory
have also been added.
10.
October
Cotten
U.S.S.
ter &mum Star members Mexico; Pat Clements, secretary
page)
back
quarterback,
(Please turn to
der, Third Amphibious Force, in
IA,
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End Of Owensboro Strike
Is Heartening To All

•

. Thursda , November 29, 19

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

Page Two

Good news for every citizen of this , similar adjustments elsewhere, to the
end that all of us may profit by an early
section came Sunday with announcement
return to full employment and recpnverthat the strike of Ken-Had workers at
Owensboro had ended.
sion for peace time needs.
The General Electric Company, which
It certainly is incumbent upon labor
now owns the Owensboro plant, refused
and its leaders to realize, once and for
all, that when they sign a contract to
to bargain with the striking workers because, its local manager announced„ the
work under certain conditions and for a
union members violated their contract
definite period of time, their own welfare
when they left their jobs.
and that of millions . .. in fact the safety
No contract is good unless it is mutually
of the entire Nation is
jind,the future
.
• - advantageous ttr the parties thereto and
wrapped up in The lione-st, fair arid trustwhen union members disregard their own
worthy performance of that contract.
agreements in an attempt to take advanWe cannot hope for any stable economy
tage of employers and to gain their ends
in this country until workers understand
by force, preventing other free-born
they must live up to their part of an
Americans from working, they make
agreement; for industry cannot survive
their word worthless, their bond no good
and capital cannot sustain itself if labor
and, what is probably worse in the interis allowed to constitute itself a law unto
ests of us all .. . they destroy all basis
its leaders against the welfare of all
for workable contracts between themoutside labor unions.
those
selves and employers.
labor must be responsible; and the
Yes,
Ken-Rad wor)cers who had been out on
in this is for working people
step
first
jobs
their
to
returned
strike seven weeks
and their leaders (especially the latter,
Monday morning, with some differences
we think) to acknowledge the superior la'w
still to be adjusted. It is to be hoped reof the land and the rights of the majority,
conciliation of these differences can and
meanwhile determining to save i t s
Owiensboro,
at
effected
will be speedily
self respect and to regain the respect to
without necessity for higher authority
which honest workers are entitled.
taking a hand. This would be in the best
It behoves union labor, now in disrepute
interests of all concerned and particularly
a majority of citizens of the United
between
with
relationships
helpful in future
States, to admit the error of its ways and
the Ken-Rad management and the plant's
start in immediately to write a new and
personnel.
brighter chapter in American workerWe are heartened by the ending of this
relations.
for
way
employer
the
strike, believing it may point

But wartime lack of doctors, engineers
and other specialists forced many scliools
to give year-around training.
Some schools which tried the heavy
duty curriculum may retain it.
So, instead of using up his four allowance calendar years, the veteran can zoom
through a four-year course in about two
and a half years by cramming "normal
school years" into that time. That leaves
him a year and a half to get a start, and
almost a finish, on a post graduate course.
Of course he won't ket any vacations to
speak of.
Another item, interesting to schoolbound vets is the fact that credit for at
least one semester's work will go to the
average ex-GI.
After the last war American educators
endorsed a program which gave a certain
amount of blanket credit to all veterans.
In many cases too much credit was given,
and 42 percent of all veterans who went
back to duty with the books were forced
to quit. They had been allowed to get
in over their heads.
This time, in spite of the liberality
most schools will extend to ex-servicemen,
credit for things learned while in the service will not be granted haphazardly.

CLOUD-LIKE PURREYS FROM THEE TO THINE.

Bill Sparks, also at home for
a weekend, got a big play from
the bobby soxers of his gang,
four of them accompanying him
to the train (and almost on it
too) after teaching him all the
dance steps they had manufactured in his two months' absence.
It is reluctantly admitted by
these kids' mas that their offspring has improved in the process of breaking away from
apron strings.

Rest assured, a warm, light
Purrey will win your favorite's
heart. For in the soft, deep nap
of scientifically made Furreys,
millions of tiny nap traps (air
pockets) hold in the sleeper's
warmth and keep out cold air
and drafts — promote sounder,
more refreshing sleep.
Laboratory tests prove that
Purrey's patented construction of
813% rayon and 12% wool makes
them as warm or warmer than
many blankets costing up to twice
las much. Easy to clean— guaran,
teed for 5 years against moth
damage. Dusty rose, sky blue,
marigold, cedar rose and crystal
white.

•
Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan's
8-months-.old daughter knows as
yet, no strangers . . . and went
smilingly from one adult admirer
to another in Saul's store the
other day. An entrancing smile
and two of the bluest eyes in
these parts will keep things
IOW .iar the little miss through
life, most likely.

•
Nobody was disheartened because the Tigers lost to the
Marion Terrors in the annual
Thanksgiving Day football game.
Our boys put up a grand scrap
against heavier and more experienced players, scored the
first touchdown and for a time
looked like winners. The close
score shed plenty of glory on
the Tigers titnd the way they
•
played was highly pleasing to
Charley Brooks, quoting from the home fans who braved the
the Old Testament, told his cold and blustery weather to
Kiwanis Club listeners at the stand along the sidelines.
Thanksgiving meeting that the
•
Lord instructed Father Abraham
That very solomn youngster,
He would bless His choosen peo- John Shelley Eldred, has a way
ple so they in turn could be about him that's right cunning
a blessing. Charley sorta check- too, altho I haven't observed his
ed it to us as to how we were ma turning him loose with one
proving our thankfulness by and all yet.
being blessings in the world.
•
It was a thought that seemed
to sink in; altho not altogether
a happy one: For who can say
truthfully he has been much of
a blessing to anybody?

This is one suggested example of the
Way inflation works to the detriment of
the average citizen. In a scarce market,
the rich can and do buy, making wanted
articles scarcer. If there were no price
control today, many of us who are doing
all right would get along without many
•
things we now can buy as well as our' Also, that I don't own any
General Motors stock or belong
wealthier neighbors.
to the CIO; that the old galloper
When price control ends ... and when- seems likely to hold together for
ever this may be, if articles people want a while; that finally it looks like
to buy still are scarce on the market, U. of K. may have better footprices will jump, and many will be forced ball soon; that there appears to
to forego such purchases. And not only be some new impetus to the long
deferred plan for a consolidated
that, but "all that goes up is bound to high school in Caldwell county.
come down," and when the boom of infla•
tion turns to the gloom of depression,
And further! That, due to the
millions of average citizens are the ones contested election, closeness of
the race for councilmanic posts,
who suffer most.
is crying
There is of course the wish on the part a general feeling thereother
reaneed for progress, and
speedily
of all of us that strikes can be
sons, Princeton may get some
ended and production of all the wanted traffic lights, more adequate
things be pushed along. This is accompa- sewerage disposal, a water filnied by the desire of us all that good jobs tration plant and better fire
be provided for all returning service men departments during the next 4
years.
and women, which is impossible while
•
strikes persist, crippling industry.
And I am thankful too that
But back of this is the need, of first Bob Taylor, aided by his pa
importance to a vast majority of Ameri- (who is a professional, really)
cans, to practice thrifty economy through wrote and handed in a dandy
about the Tiger-Terror
managed spread of available supplies in story
football game for this week's
the fairest possible way to serve all the Leader.
people equally. This is accomplished by
•
Governor Willis' appointment
OPA and its price controls; and hence,
we should not yield to our temporary urge of the GOP State chairman to be
to buy now, but rather possess our souls in senator from Kentucky caused
surprise h e r e, as elsewhere
patience, that we may have safe and throughout the State. Mr. Stansound issue from the afflictions of these fill was a senior at UK the
year Pennyriler was a freshman
post-war days.

GI College Wrinkle
By Rowland Evans, Jr.
Washington—There's a peculiar wrinkle
in the GI Bill of Rights of which a smart
veteran might want to take advantage.
As the law is now written, a high
school graduate veteran who can lay claim
to the full amount of free education can
get through four years of college and to
within one year or less of a law degree,
all within the allowed time limit.
Here's why and how:
Four years is the maximum time any
veteran may get free schooling under the
GI Bill.
Four years is four years... or is it?
A school year is only eight ornine months.
A calendar year is 12. But the four years
allowed under the law are calendar years.
Now then—for each "ordinary school
year" the government will pay up to $500
for tuition and other essential fees. That
raises the question: Bow long is an "ordinary school year"?
Veterans administration has decreed
that an ordinary school year is from 30
to 38 weeks.
Before the war few colleges or universities allowed students to complete more
than one school year in one calendar year.

•
The lficli• 1.45tcr'MAW—
keep the country editor from
despair. It has been frequently
noted in this column that women folk are the backbone of
our circulation, telling their men
not to come home without renewing their subscriptions. This
week, Mrs. Everett Glass bragged on our pictures and Mrs.
R. G. McClelland said she liked
the Postscripts and editorials
enough to renew.

YOUR WARMEST GIFT TO YOUR VALENTINE
7
)
6

and is not a total stranger to
this writer. Be is smart, a good
Kentuckian, in vigorous health
and ,presumably, haft a normal
amount of ambition. He mton't
make the worst senator Kentucky
has had in your lifetime and
mine.
•
There is now, however, more
than a little dissatisfaction in the
ranks of the Republican leaders
of the State, as there would
have been no matter whom the
Governor named. Jim Parks, the
perennially popular Lexington
lawyer,- who was his party's
nominee for the Senate against
Senator Barkley in 1944, is probably the most disgruntled of the
GOP leader; and with good reason. And Brer Park has thousands of ardent friends,
•
It is ever thus: The "ins" fall
out among themselves. It happens
the "outs" In Kentucky are not
In the best situation either just
now; in fact, of the two major
parties, it looks to this observer
as tho the Democrats are in
the worse fix presently, in old
Kaintuck.
Well, Larry came home for a
36-hour visit with his hair
looking like the crowning glory
of football players, vintage 1900.
Some gals chased him, to see his
uniform up close, and David's

i.

•

•
Even experienced men become
careless sometimes... and inevitably pay the penalty. Mr. Buck
Tandy, Lamasco, showed me a
bandaged left hand Monday
from which he has lost parts of
two fingers, accidentally caught
in a motor last week.
•
Hoy Cook, down town tvith
his mother, made two adult
males happy with his friendly
greeting the other day. The
bright and handsome young ,Mr.
Blackburn is just right to get
the most out ,of Santa's coming
visit; and certainly will!

unty
Co
By

BY G. M. P.

nose got out of joirit because,
for a brief interval, he ceased
to command the center of the
stage.

Al -Thomas Page is an Army
flatfoot now. Yep, in the MPs,
doing duty in Washington, D.
C. Al took a test this week to
see if he can drive a Jeep.
which would mean no more
pavement-pounding for him.

•
How much easier, as the old
church song says, to "Count
Your Many Blessings, See What
God Has Done." I don't know
exactly how much God has had
to do with it but . . . I was
thankful this Thanksgiving Day
for those soft paper hankies I
find so many uses for; that I
didn't have to go to the football'
game, after the weather turned
off so cold; that the drug stores
have plenty of cigarets.

For A Safe Issue From
Post War Afflictions
"Almost everybody likes the OPA and
its price controls . . . until they are prevented from buying or selling sothething
at a price which suits them," a local citizen who has given much time to service
on the Price Panel of the County War
Price and Rationing Board said this week.
As pressure increases to break down
price controls, especially upon the necessities of life which all of us must buy,
every individual who has been deprived of
something he or she wanted (but didn't
really need) finds sympathy for groups
working against OPA corning frequently
to mind.
We should be very careful about this
matter;for experience has taught that inflation is followed inevitable and fairly
quickly by deflation and hard times; when
the well-to-do get along much better than
those who earn only a little more than is
required to provide actual needs.
Just now automobile manufacturers are
on the spot because of the CIO strike,
which bids fair to cripple the Nation's biggest industry and deprive many of new
cars, long wanted and, in many instances,
badly needed. The industry will however
weather the strike stress in better financial condition, in the light of history, than
will workers; for industry has a huge
backlog of money and credit which laboring folk do not possess.
And, while OPA prict control takes care
of present prices for new cars . . . it is
not unlikely that once OPA passes from
• the scene and the strike is ended, prices
will be jacked up sufficiently on new automobiles to take up the slack which is being created now . .. and then some.
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Nitrate Boosts Yields

At the E. J. Harmon farm' in
hundred arid forty-six Marion county, the use of 125
women attended the luncheon pounds of ammonium nitrate to
at the homemakers' annual meet- the acre increased corn yields
ing in Kenton county.
29 bushels per acre, while the
By J. F. Graham
Approximately three carloads same amount 'of 2-12-805 fertilizer
of vetch have been sold to far- resulted in yields of only 20
To Do Something
mers in BoOrbon county this fall. bushels to the acre.
Johnnie Green, 4-H club membout Form To
ber in Livingston county, has approximately a third more soraricet Roads
had a gross income of more than ghum molasses than other varie• ee the amendment to the
$4,000 from poultry and other ties, and of superior quality.
of
prohibiting
use
titution
club work.
In Grayson county where
way funds for purposes other
In Marion county, 411 far- dairy rations and pastures have
maintaining
and
building
mers attended seven meetings been improved, 462 farmers are
ways passed by an overon better methods of bulking selling cream and 30 are selling
iming majority November 6,
and stripping tobacco.
whole milk.
•ould appear the time is ripe
About 30 trees will be planted
adeobtain
to
efforts
ouble
by Clay county 4-H club memSubscribe to The Leader!
operation
te funds to put into
bers as memorials to former
al highway program which
members who lost their lives in
will provide a
g few years
the war.
m of secondary highways
Homemaker0 in
Campbell
farm -to-market roads that
county report having read 1,all-weeither
travel
make
079 books during the year and
STOPPED ON ONE-FOOT LINE — Detroit Lions Back Andy Farkas is tripped up as he plunges exchanged 1,547 magazines.
• able to every farm family.
e Kentucky Farm Bureau to the one-foot line in the first period of Detroit-Cleveland game at Detroit, which the Rams won,
Reports from Bracken county
ration in Convention at 28-21, clinching western division championship of the National league. (AP Wirephoto)
indicate that the tobacco crop
as a whole is much better than
' vile January 12, 1944, un
it has been for several years.
ously passed the followState Show Calves
resolution.
Following ti homemakers' club
Sell For $393,181
millinery lesson, Mrs. Pierce
e urge that our Rural Highclubs
and
Members
of
4-H
McDougle of Calloway county
Law be amended to change
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
factor of population to rural who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost Future Farmers of America sold added to her income by remaking
40
years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- 2,512 calves for $393,181 at the 18 hats.
!anon. Since the annual apA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader recent 24th annual Kentucky fat
In Wayne county, 620 head of
riation is inadequate tc get feature. The articles
are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, cattle show and sale at the BourHampshire cross-bred Montana
era out of the mud, it is ob- shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
ewe lambs have been placed on
y fair that the rural fund
Princeton, Ky. May 25, 1926.
Princeton, Ky. August .6, 1926. bon Stock Yards in Louisville.
The calves weighed an average nine farms.
d be allocated fairly to the Mrs. Charles Ratliff, Jr. returned Miss Grace Winstead has gone to
Homemakers' clubs in Boone
•es. according to the needs from Louisville last week in a Louisville for a few days' visit of 867 pounds and brought an
al people."
pretty sport model Buick car and from there she will go to average of $18.05 a hundred. The county have added 25 books to
same resolution was adop- which she purchased while in Chicago, thence to San Francisco, champion calf in the 4-H divi- their library.
Billy Campbell of Lyon county
again during the January, that city.
Calif. where she will spend the sion, owned by Joyce Eads of
Fayette county, sold for 50 cents found that Williams cane made
, convention.
fall and winter months.
—
a pound, and the champion car
ould this law be so amended, .1 Princeton, Ky. June 29, 1926,
load from Garrard county sold
ger proportion of rural high- The following scouts have rePrinceton, Ky. August 6, 1926.
funds would be available to turned from Shawnee Camp, Mrs. Katherine McCamey Wilkes for 32 cents a pound, a record
W. H. Johnson
price for a carload of cattle.
ties such as ours; therefore, Christian County: Kary Roberts, and son, Gardner, of Jackson,
Three hundred and seventyJ. Y. O'Bannon
in
progress
farm-to-marter
Laban Kevil, George Alfred ville, Fla., who are visiting her three calves sold for 20 cents or
roads would be made.
Akin, William Clinton Haydon, sister, Mrs. F. K. Wylie, of more a pound.
For Immediate
e lack of all weather roads Ralph Cash, Grayson Harralson. Madisonville, were pleasant visiIn the 24 years of the show,
e of our most limiting fac- George Catlett and Robert Wad- tors here yesterday. Mrs. Wilkes'
members of 4-H clubs and Fu- Delivery On
to rural development to say lington. The boys are tanned many Princeton friends were deture
Farmers have sold more
• g of the inconveniences of and healthy as young Indians lighted to see her.
MONUMENTS
than 33,000 calves at the state
people who have to travel and report a wonderful time.
show and sale for more khan
SEE
OUR STOCK—THE
mar
,
orderly
The
medicine men of many
They prevent
$3,400,000.
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
of farm products, and , Princeton, Ky. June 29, 1926. American Indian tribes put on
uction of some which would Misses Cleo Davis and Robbie masks to perform the magic of
President Avila Comacho has
Paducah Granite
curing, inducing rain, or chasing
profitable to the individual Brown, Russell Brown
and
issued a decree that every literer and to the community Superintendent K. R. Cummins away evil spirits.
Marble, Stone Co.
ate
in
Mexico
must
teach
at
least
ad conditions made orderly came from Murray, where they
one illiterate to read and write.
402 South 3rd Street
teting possible. A great ex- are attending Teachers' College,
Snakes tend to have the temPaducah, Kentucky
in this to .spend the week-end with
'ion of dairying
perature of the earth on which
Phone 799
ty only awaits road develop- homefolk.
r,br discomfort of POISON OAK. they rest or in which they are
'BEST BY TASTE TIPS?"
t There are perhaps others.
ECZEMA, Prickly Moat. Saabard, itch.
buried rather than the tempernIke Skik. CbIgger ar blicregolto
united effort for a countyScalp or Jocky Stela, Tired Sweaty ture of the surrounding air.
Princeton, Ky. July 6, 1926.
farm-to-market road sysA oektikl. wrotbing lotion. Gee
44.t.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Buttermore
Ii owywbore 50e Sr by mall. static
Farmers
and
is in order.
Laboralwilia. Floreaoa. Ala.
Everybody Reads The Leader
and Miss Lucille have moved
would profit alike.
to Morganfield, where they will
make their home in the future.
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News From The Past
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Princeton, Ky. July 9, 1926.
Mrs. Harry Blades, Jr., of Deland,
Fla., has arrived for a two
months' visit among home-folk.
She was met at Fulton by Mrs.
R. Roy Towery and daughter,
Ellen Wood.
Princeton, Ky. July 16, 1926.
Miss Mildred Eblen has gone to
Washington, D. C., for an extended visit to her sister, Miss
Mary Lee Eblen. While in the
East, Miss Mildred will visit
New York, Baltimore, Boston,
Philadelphia and Pittsburg.
Princeton, Ky. *July 16, 1926.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Finkel, of Nashville, after a pleasant visit to
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Potrotsky,
returned home Tuesday afternoon accompanied home by
Misses Dorothy and Gertrude
Finkel, who were also Mr. and
Mrs. Pogrotsky's guests.
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SUNDAY
DECEMBER 2

HER LIFE STORY MADE HISTORY
IN THE ROARING TWENTIES!

NOW
SHOWING

"RANTED"

Plus'...
TRAVELTALK in COLOR
PARAMOUNT NEWS

Although the war is over Uncle Sam

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 5

needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in yair dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

Kentucky Rendering Works
Uniontown, Kentucky
re,r,

Fanwood

plIC.F. f'
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DRINK
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diets

delicious

including

Added Delights!
FILM VODVIL
Added!...
Musical — "Barbershop Ballads"
"What Every Veteran Should Know"
Latest World News
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health and real
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Why not give magazines? A gift that lasts
all year.
Many restrictions lifted for holidays.
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End Tables
Coffee Tables
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corner of a field with oak, hickory and persimmon pointers, S.
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stone, hickory pointer, N. 1 E.
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E. 33% poles to a stone in original line, thence N. 36 W. 77-2/3
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by deed dated September 19,
1917, and recorded in Deed Book
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Court Clerk's Office.
This sale is being made for
the purpose of division among
heirs and pay debts.
The purchaser will be required to give bond with good personal security for the payment
of the purchase money, payable
to the Master Commissioner,
bearing 6 percent interest from
date until paid, having the effect • of a Judgment or Replevin
bond, on which execution may
issue at maturity, with a lien
reserved for the payment thereof. Said sale will be made on
a credit of six months.
Attorney C. A. Pepper.
Princeton, Ky., November, 1945
Amy trances Littlepage,
Master CoMmissioner C.C.C.
Turnips are important because
they're a good source of calcium.
They add some vitamin /1-1 and
C. The yellow variety also supplies vitamin A. In order to get
much vitamin C, turnips should
be eaten raw, and turnip sticks
or slivers really are delicious in
the relish dish or salad bowl.
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responsibility to continue buying Bonds—and
holding on to the ones you already have...
Your purchase of Victory Bonds helps the
man who's just come home,helps him in a very
real way. For your money, in Victory Bonds,
helps prevent inflation—and that, in turn,
means security for him, and a better chance to
get a job.
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VICTORY BONDS to have and to hold
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This space donated to the Victory Loan effort in Caldwell County
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LED TO ALTAR BY SEEING EYE DOG — Former marine
Edward J. Glass, 27, stands on the steps of St. Thomas Aquinas
church Palo Alto, Calif., with his bride, Louise Falcone, 25, and
his seeing dog, "Ruff" who guided his master to the altar. The
couple are from Niagara Falls, N. Y. Glass was blinded when he
stepped on a land mine in North Africa. (AP Wirephoto)
S. Third St., Louisville.
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Dorothy Ann Davis

Don't Put Honey
dren, Ken and Peggy, spent the Joy Class Meets
Thanksgiving holidays with her
In Your Refrigerator
The Joy Class of the First
parents in Pewee Valley.
It is decidedly unnecessary
the
at
met
Church
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe and son, Christian
and undesirable to keep honey
Flight Officer John D. Goodloe, home of Mrs. H. C. Lester, N.
in the ice box. Cold honey is as
Calhoun, spent Saturday and Jefferson street, Monday night,
thick as "molasses in January."
Sunday here with relatives.
Nov. 26. Mrs. Thomas Winters,
It's difficult to use as a spread or
Mr and Mrs. John O'Hara and vice-president, conducted the
for sweetening cereals and the
son,' Johnny, Nashville, spent the business session.
like. Full-strength honey will
Thanksgiving holidays with his
Mrs. Lester Cartwright was
keep months at ordinary room
parents, Mr. and, Mrs. L. E. in charge of the social hour selltemperature as long as it's kept
O'Hara, Hopkinsville Road.
ing imitation turkeys to memtightly covered.
Mrs. Lewis Boren and son. bers of the group; winners by
a
from
returned
have
Bobby
lucky numbers being Mrs. ElizaBenjamin Franklin. Was born
visit with relatives in Indiana- beth, Mrs. Glen Cartwright and
in Boston January 17, 1706.
polis, Ind.
Mrs. Hamil Travis. Mrs. Frank
Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Claycombe,
Misses Dottie Dean, Barbara Farmer was lucky number holdSue Gresham, Shirley Farmer er for a cup.
who will reside in Louisville.
and Betty Jo Linton spent last
Sandwiches, mints and hot
Mr. and Mrs. Iley McGough
week-end in Louisville, as guests chocolate were served by the
are visiting his brother, Arthur
of Miss Betty Gowin.
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Lester
McGough, and Mrs. McGough
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Klap- Cartwright.
in Stanford this week.
Thanksroth, Chicago, spent the
Members present were MesMr. and Mrs. John Mahan and
giving holidays with their dau- dames _Thomas Winters, Alton,
Mr. and Mrs. It A. Goodwin
ghter, Mrs. C. J. - Bilhom and Templeton, Glen
Cartwright,
will leave Friday morning for
family, Hopkinsville street, and Clifton Pruett, Hamil Travis,
Atlanta, Ga. Mr. and Mrs. Mason, L. L. Klaproth, and family, Lester Cartwright, Frank Farhan will attend the Georgia
Locust street.
mer, Elizabeth Rogers and the
Tech-Georgia football game and
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin will visit
returned Sunday from Dayton
their son, H. A., Jr.
0., where they spent Thanksgiv- turn from overseas.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. CottingMrs. Harold Manasse, Chicago,
ing with their daughter, Mrs.
Ill., is visiting her parents, Mr.
Thomas D. Graham and Lieut. ham, Robards, will visit Mrs.
Mrs. SOLDIER GREETS STOWAWAY WIFE, BABY — Pvt. Ralph and Mrs. Gus Portman, HenGraham. Enroute, they visited H. S. Eblen here Sunday.
with J. Maresco, 24, of Corona, N. Y., greets his wife and their eight- rietta Apts. Mrs. Roxie Hackney,
her sister, Mrs. L. K. Wood, in Eblen will return home
troopship
them for several days' visit, month-old son, Joseph Ralph, who stowed away in
Springfield, Mo., is also a guest
Louisville.
to from England. Immigration officials said Mrs. Maresco, 25, a of the Portmans.
go
will
she
which
after
and
Solley
H.
William
Lieut.
husher
with
stay
to
the native of Birkenhead, would be allowed
Hobart McGough, Frankfort,
Mrs. Solley, the former Nancy Kansas City, Mo., to spend
Mrs. band pending settlement of their case. (AP Wirephoto)
spent Thanksgiving with his parCatlett, are in Nashville for winter with her daughters,
T. C
ac- ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
several months' stay. Lieutenant C. E. Ulmer and Mrs.
Wednesday night from Ft. Knox,1 return to Louisville Sunday,
McGough.
the
parents,
Solley has been stationed at Stephens.
her
by
companied
will
employed, and
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff arrived where she is
Symryna Air Base since his re-

Dinner Party &.-Miss Joanne Pickering entertained with a dinner party at
her borne on Locust street last
Wednesday night. Guests were
Betty Jo Linton, Cynthia Ann
Cunningham, Bob Taylor, John
Chilton and William McKinnon,
Dothan..A.J..

• •en

'

Phone 50

GIFT SLIPPERS

Every color, every style her heart desires

...pretty d'orsays, platform scuffs, warm

shearling flatties and many others...
leather soled.

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

Miss Sarah Goodwin, New
Albany, Ind.,' spent Thanksgiving
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinsville
street.
vMiss Sara Delia Cunningham,
student at St. Joseph's Academy,
Maple Mount, spent the Thanksgiving holidays with her father,
Mark Cunningham, and brother,
"Mickey."
Mr. and Mrs. Hickman Baldree,
Frankfort, spent last Thursday
and Friday with her father, C.
A. Woodall, and Mrs. Woodall,
S. Jefferson street.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Williams
spent Thanksgiving Day with
relatives in Henderson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis,
Paducah, spent Thanksgiving
Day here with relatives.
Mrs. A. B. Patterson, accompanied by Aubrey and Everett
Childress, was called to Kirkwood, Mo,'Thanksgiving Day on
account of the sudden illness
and death of her husband, A.
B. Patterson, which occured there
Friday morning. Mrs. Patterson
had been here at the bedside of
her father, Judge W. W. Oildress, who has been seriously
11.3.1rs
. S. J. Lowry accompanied
his son, Billy, to Louisville
Thanksgiving Day, where he
will be assigned to further duty
in the navy after spending a
30-day furlough here with his
arents.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
and Jimmy and Jerry Gray spent
Thanksgiving Day with her
brother, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Holsapple, in Russellvelle. They
were accompanied home by her
little nephew, William Forrest.
.1 Mr. and Mrs. Frank Franklin,
Mrs. Melvin Franck and R. C.
Franklin spent one in Paducah
recently.
Mrs. Jimmy Carr, the former
Margaret June Childress, and little daughter, left last Thursday
night for Akron, 0., where Mr.
Carr is employed by the Goodyear Rubber Co., since being discharged from the Army.
Mrs. K. L. Barnes and chil-

SMART
FOOTWORK FOR

THE FALL SEASON

SELECT A NEW

DRESS
These are such lovely garments... beautiful
two-piece casuals...striking one-piece effects with long sleeves...then the two-tone
crepe dresses are most attractive also...
There are styles to please most any discriminating woman...styles for all ages...
types for all occasions ...Fashioned of Cotton Gabardine...Rayon Crepe and fine
Jersey.

8.95 to $25

For Perfect Comfort...
For Neat Attractiveness
It's Hard to Beat a

SWEATER
495
Every woman is a "sweater
girl" at heart, be she fifteen
or fifty ... And these beautiful soft shades in cardigan
styles will raise her enthusiasm . . . very striking
in sizes 34 to 40.

Back Againi SUPREME As Ever

...es/midi:61y when they're Connie -styled for
ftattoryi envelope d'orsay, block calf or suede
... hi or medium heel 'spec," black or army
... cross-bond pump, block coif.
russet calf.

The famous handbags-you've been waiting
for, fashioned to the same exciting pre-war
quality, tailored with the same fine pre-war
details.

•Roomy zipper compartments595
•Longwearing leathers
•Impeccably styled
plus tax
•Modestly priced
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the corner of fence, thence N. office of the County Court Clerk lands of Pratt McNeely and a thence one hundred and thirty
2 poles do a large of Caldwell County, Kentucky. lane; on the West by the lands five feet with said road in a
/
70-9/10 W. 341
Nice 6-room dwelling - Locust street.
white oak in the edge of field See also Affidavit of Descent, D. of Livingston Grave Yard; and Southern direction to a stone,
2 W. 17 B. No. 62, page 127, and more on the East by the lands of R. E. corner to W. I. Tabor, thence
/
on hill, thence N. 291
Furnace and other modern conveniences.
poles and 5 feet to a white oak fully bounded and described as Crook; containing four acres, East with Tabor's line to the I.
way, thence
stump at old road, thence with follows:
more or less. Being the same C. R. R. right of
Beginning at two points in the land conveyed W. H. Crider by North with said I. C. R. R. right
an agreed line this day made S.
4 E. 7 poles and 3 feet to a property line between said party Senator Mining Company, by of way one hundred and thirty/
833
Flaky? let "Botany" Lanolin bring
stake in rail fence, thence fol- of the first part and Emerson deed dated 15th day of Decem- five feet to a stone, thence West
lowing nearly same S. 52.88 E. Williamson, which said property ber 1942, and recorded in Deed with R. C. McMaster's line to
It new velvety smoothness. These
Real Estate & Insurance
passing another agreed corner to line passes through Station 103- Book 72, page 425, Caldwell the beginning. Being the same
CriH.
W.
to
conveyed
property
the tract exchanged for this at 75, the center line of survey County Court Clerk's Office.
dainty beauty preparations conand wife,
A certain tract or parcel of der by J. E. Brasher
and
1934,
5,
tain, not just a little, but
land lying and being in Critten- by deed dated May
page
59,
Book
Deed
in
recorded
on
and
Kentucky,
County,
den
copious quantities of the
Court
the West side of the Illinois 270, Crittenden County
Office.
Clerk's
precious lanolin oils that
Central Depot, and East of the
Also the fee, both surface and
Mexico, Kentucky, Post Office
act so like the natural oik.
on which property is owned by mineral, in and to the following
of
land
of your skin. You'll "Feel
Ford Hunter, and bounded as described piece or parcel
follows: Beginning at a stone lying and being in Caldwell
the Difference" quickly.
corner to J. E. Brasher, thence County, Kentucky, on the watLivingsof
Fork
of
Sinking
ers
Road
South with the Dycusburg
100 feet, thence East 100 feet to ton Creek, near Fredonia, boundI. C. R. R. Right of Way, thence ed and described as follows: Be.
North with said R. R. right of ginning at a buckeye On the Freway 100 feet to J. E. Brasher's donia road, corner to C. '1'. Mc4 E.
/
line, thence West 100 feet with Neely land; thence S. 883
4 poles to center of a branch
/
Brasher's line to the beginning, 1471
the public road right of way. It as called for in original deed,
is further understood that this black gum and sassafras pointdeed covers the land or lot own- ers, now down, a stone marking
2
/
ed by first parties that lies be- their location, thence N. 3 E. 31
tween the public road right of poles to a stone in a sink, white
way on West, and the I. C. R. R. oak and black gum pointer, C.
right of way on East and Ford T. McNeeley's corner; thence
Hunter's lot on South, and lot to a white oak, post oak pointer;
recently purchased by second N. 78 W. 51 poles to a black oak;

Says Feed, Sanitation
Better Than Medicine

MSS
TUSES
AUTO PARTS
BATTERIES
PAINTS

DM'Finn
Oil

Phone 212

we reasoned,is no time
to
offer folks a car that stops
ins'
with artful face-lifting.

T

It has been nearly four years
since our last new Buick was
built - it wouldn't be shooting
square now to give you less
than our honor-bright best.
So we overhauled our whole
factory to advantage it with
the latest in war-developed
machines and processes.
We scoured the country for the
stoutest metals anyone can buy
today.

thatin some cases exceed those
of aircraft engine production.
And 44eagle-eyed every one
of this Buick's 12,000 parts to
see if it could be bettered in
any way, big or little.

straight-eight that's even livelier than in 1942.
The cars your Buick dealer
will have are big. They're
beautiful. They're Buicks.

Air Cured Tobacco Growers
HOPKINSVILLE MARKET WILL SELL
AIR CURED TOBACCO AGAIN THIS
SEASON

For the convenience of our many Air Cured growers we will
again sell Air Cured tobacco. The opening sale will be Thursday,
Dec. 6, and each following Thursday throughout the season.
Hopkinsville offers you a full set of buyers and government
graders.

In fact-the best Bilicks yet!

The result is that through
every stunning inch of this
bright new honey runs solid,
dependable Buick character,
honest and uncompromised.

Five warehouses equipped and lighted especially for sale
of Dark types of tobacco.
Assuring you prompt, courteous service that has long been
the rule of the following warehousemen:

It's in swift clean lines.In seats
that are three-persons wide.in
stout, time-defying frames and
underpinning. Above all - in
the lift and life of a Fireball

Rowland Motor Co.

ATTENTION

Corneffe's

STATIONERS
Hopkinsville
Main St.

Farmers Loose Floor
C. W. Young & Co.
Hancock & -Cooper
Tandy's Warehouse Co.
Moss, Heltsley & Frankel
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Albatrosses and shearwaterse
riding the winds of the "roaring
L a Plata, Argentina—VP)— forties" below the equator, probMrs. Pastira Franco reported a ably fly around the world.
man knocked on her door, came
in, grabbed a cage containing
two canaries, took two cakes of
soap, and ran out. Police Sgt.
Timoteo Rivarola arrested a man
and recovered the canaries and
-"I ..,hunned suppers and parties
the soap. But the man said he
no appetite for food
had
I
b„._ause
couldn't remember why he took
—was afraid to eat. My bowele
them.
Simply wouldn't work right—I Was
all blown up and bloated with gas.
Life had a bleak and gloomy out'
look. 1 felt I was getting old fast
At night I'd stay awake wondering
what the morrow would bring. I
tried everything to get relief.
Nothing worked just right until I
tried PRU-LAX. Then my appetite returned, the gas left and now
I pursue a normal life free from
worry." If you are constipated
don't wait—get PRU-LAX right
now. CAUTION: USE THIS OR
ANY LAXATIVE only as directed.
MONEY BACK if not delighted
with results. Get PRU-LAX to.
(El)
day.
WALKERS DRUG STORE

Clean Haul

tucky 4-H ers
eive Trips To
icav Congress

MIDDLE AGED LADY
FELT LIKE A HUNDRED

chamteen entucky state
4.11 club boys and girls
trips to the
e educational
4-11 Congress in Chifor
Dec. 1-6 as a reward
outstanding work and contions to the war effort.
counties
fir names, home
work in which they excelled

Wm. M. YOUNG

d counlie Angell, Woodfor
°thing making.
ty G. Bagwell, Graves
ty, sheep raising.
Marion
Burdette,
und
cattle.
ty, Hereford
a Burks. Larue county,
improvement.
ries K. Chestnut, Laurel
ty, gardening.
la Clarkson, Casey county,

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

d Correll, Pulaski county,
production.
ce Eads, Fayette county,
een-Angus cattle.
vid Gragg, Harrison county,
orn cattle.
lyn Hammond, Oldham
ty, record keeping.
true Humphrey, Fayette
ty, poultry raising.
1 Rhea Jean, Jefferson

women and girls
y get wanted relief

d Press on selections by
ern Conference football team compiled by The Associate
ALL-WESTERN CONFERENCE FOOTBALL TEAM — Members of the All-West
Ohio State, and Clarence Esser, Wisconsin; guards,
Thomas,
Russ
tackles,
Indiana;
ki,
Kluszews
Ted
coaches includes for 1945: Ends, Max Morris, Northwestern, and
George Taliaferro, Indiana; Ed
Watts, Michigan; backs, Pete Pihos, Indiana;
Warren Amling, Ohio State, and James Lecture, Northeastern; center, Harold
Cody, Purdue, and 011ie Cline, Ohio State. (AP Photo)

junctional periodic pain
Is a liquid medicine which
women say has brought relief
the rramp-like agony and nor, of functional periodic
'tram
Here's how it may help:
'taken like a tonic,
& It should stimulate
appetite, aid digestion,* thus help Wild resistance for the "time"
to come.
avil Started 3 dein beA. fore ''your Ume", it
e
should help relieve
ay
pit
pain due to purely funotional periodic causes.
.'
Try Cardul. If it helps, you'll
be glad you did.

Agriculture, including stock
county, dairying
and horticulture, is the
raising
county,
Nomon J. Miller, Ohio
most important single industry of
corn growing.
the Canadian people.
Dorothy J. Moseley, Davess
1111.111111111111111111111111.11
county, foods.
Leona Pepper, Green county,
home labor service.
H. C. Sams, Jr., Hickman
county, farm labor service.
Kenneth Walker, Graves county, hog raising.
Alice Word, Christian county,
clothing making.

Gets $900 From
Two-Acre Garden

Cuts 61/2 Tons Of

QUICIMLIEF FROM Alfalfa To Acre
Symptoms of Distress Arising from
Sixty and a half tons of alfalfa
STOMACH ULCERS hay in five cuttings was the reDUE TO EXCESS ACID cord crop harvested by Marvin

More than $900 worth of vegeFresBooktailsoflionoTroahnootthot
tables grown on less than two Must Help or It Will Cost You Nothing
Over two million bottles ofthe WILL/LSD
acres, is the record of Keith TRIATM
ENT havebessi sold for reliefof
Mathsfroolikenalds
Chestnut, 4-H Club member in symptom,ofdistress
Mars die to Buses Askl —
and
Sassy or Used Stamaek.
Laurel county who recently was Pam
iosevesom. ShOPIMPINell• alet,
named district gardner cham- aossaams,
due So amen Add.Sold on 16 days' trial!
which fully
pion of 10 counties. He sold pro- Ask for .11/11110,a
explains this trestaisarfw—ss
duce for $540, 350 quarts were
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
canned for home use, and 37
WYLIE & McCLELLAND
bushels were stored. Then in addition, the family enjoyed fresh
Phone SI
vegetables all season, beginning
Princeton. Ay.
in March.
IIIIL 1II IIIIIIIIIIII111.1.11111L By June 15, there were green
beans for the family table:' tomatoes by June 25 and roasting ears
by June 28. In all, this 4-H boy
grew 40 verities of 26 different
(Clip and keep handy for
vegetables. Crops sold included
reference and shopping
daily
pota,
tomatoes
onions,
beans,
Creomnlsion relieves promptly becabthe
aid.)
of
greens,
seat
ies,
the
toes, strawberr
cause it goes right to
trouble to help loosen and expel bage, carrots, turnips and corn,
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
in- the latter providing his largest
to soothe and heal raw, tender.
mem- sales.
MEATS, FATS, ETC.
flamed bronchial mucous sell
you
branes. Tell your druggist to
unYoung Chestnut started his
a bottle of Creomulsion with the
Fl through K1
it garden in the fall of 1944 when
derstanding you must like the wayare
good through November 30.
quickly allays the cough or you
They
crops.
he planted cover
to have your money back.
Ll through Q1 good througk
were turned under in the spring,
December 31. RI through V1
along with 16 loads of manure
s
good through January 31.
Bronchiti
Colds,
for Coughs,Chest
and 1,100 pounds of commercial
,
planning
careful
By
.
fertilizer
he was able to replant as early
Sugar stamp 38 valid thrcrops harvested. His spring garden measured 1.4 acres, and his ough Dec. 31. Good for 5 lbs.
fall garden a half-acre, making
(Be sure to put your name
a total of 1.9 acres.
and number on canning sugar
Thirty 4-H Club calves were coupon.)
entered in the Union county
Watch for this ration news
beef calf show held in Morganbulletin every week in this
field on Nov. 5, following which
our
they were taken to the fat cattle paper. Published to aid
show in Louisville. The show customers and all food buyers
was sponsered by the Lions Club in. Princeton as a friendly
of Morganfield and the Kiwanis helpful service by
Club of Sturgis, the service clubs
contributing $210 in prizes and
People's Service Store
expense money.

DEPENDABLE
I SUNRANCE

4

John E. Young Agt

Ration News
Service

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

CREOMULSION

It's Here At Last
The Famous

owers
LL SELL
IN THIS

BENDIX AUTOMATIC

Home Laundry
Come In And See It

945
rowers we will
I bo ThurscloY,
e season.
d governme

1 Fills itself with water
2 Washes clothes, then

5 It empties itself, and
6 Cleans itself, and

has long been
•

7 Shuts itself off
All Automatically.

Between 1841 and 1861, American tonnage in foreign trade
rose from 762,838 to 2,496,899
tons.

wkel

The U. S. S. Missouri, on which
documents of the Japanese surrender were signed in Tokyo bay
Sept. 2, 1945, burns as much fuel
oil in one hour at cruising speed
as a sizeable private dwelling
burns in one year.
The west coast of Columbia,
with 400 inches of rainfall recorded in a year, is the most humid region of the western world.
The bird and mammal life of
North America was once far
richer and more varied than in
the present geologic era.

forWiefirl•49
Virgin WCial
Clve_her_a_warm, versatile fascinator, soft and pretty.,
984
Weadiguares —Young or Sophisticated
her!,
flatter
to
plaids;
lively
Solids, _flowering prints,
.rScarfs—Well Groomed Rayons 980 1.49
mild)
Mee white scarfs, gay prints; smart for her tailored

STANDING UP
A BIG JOB
quests it.
We still haven't enough long distance telephone lines, but now that we can manufacture
equipment for our own use, we are on our way
to restoration of pre-war Bell System standards
of service.

HANDBAGS
than a soft, supple plastic,
eoula there be a prettier Christmas gift
•
leather? Shell 'wear it all yeas l 2

B. N. Lusby Co.
Phone 88

McCullum of Livingston county
this year.
On May 15, McCullum harvested 16.5 tons from 13.7 acres.
On June 18, he cut the same
acerage to make 478 bales, or
16 tons. On July 23, he cut 10
acres of '.the same field, after
reserving 3.7 acres for pasture,
mowing 453 bales weighing 14
tons. On Sept. 2, he cut the 10acre field for the fourth time,
making 200 bales or eight tons,
and on Oct. 15, he harvested
120 bales or six tons.
Farm Agent Robert L. Rudolph notes that the 3.7 acres
reserved for pasture supplied excellent feed all summer for 10
to 12 head of cattle and some
hogs.

Joe McMican, Prop.

name on our
Come in, talk it over, get your
list
d
serve
first-to-be

Princeton,

ill

Long Distance has been busier than
ever since V-1 Day. There have been
more calls —more rush calls—longer
calls.
Service generally Is good but there are more
times when the lines get overcrowded. Then
it's more important than ever to 'please limit
your call to 5 minutes" when the operator re-

3 Triple rinses, and
4 Damp dries them, then

dolly for 1010

Os

Pace Seven
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Tigers Score First
But Lose, 14 To 6
Aaron Dillingham Is
Returned From Overseas
T-5 Aaron R. Dillingham, son
of Walter Dillingham, Princeton,
is among recent arrivals at Camp
Swift, Tex., from the European
theater of operations. He served
11 months overseas, took part in
three campaigns, and received
the E.T.O. Ribbon, Good Conduct Medal and three Battle
Stars.

William T. French To Get
Naval Discharge Soon

(Continued from Page One)
their game fight against their
larger opponents.
Marion led in first downs, 11-7,
with yards gained from scrimmage about even.
Franklin consistently outkicked the Marion punter.
Luminaries for Princeton were
Capt. Edsel Nall and Gene Coley.
For the Marion eleven, Hansen
played outstandingly, both defensively and offensively.
Marion's heavier backs finally
wore down the lighter Princeton
forward wall and that weight
was the difference in the ball
game.

Special Canning Sugar
Coupons Expire Nov. 30
Washington, Nov. 27—(fP)—
OPA issued a reminder today that special coupons
now good for five pounds
of canning sugar will not be
valid after Nov. 30.
These coupons were issued
on application to local ration
boards.
'Expiration of the home
canning coupons has no effect on the currently valid
regular sugar stamp, Number
28 in Ration Book Four,
good for five pounds of
sugar through Dec. 31.

Former Teammates To Run Deception
vy
In Clash Of Unbeaten Army-Na-Roper
w

Pvt. James E. Lee Ends
Service With US Army

Make It a Joyous
Card Of Thanks
We wish to express deep grat- CHRISTMAS
itude to the many friends and
for the
neighbors for their kind symED
DEAFEN
during our recent bepathy
our
of
passing
the
Giss
Them
,
Hearing
reavement
mother, Mrs. Florence CunningAgain with an
ham. We especially thank Rev.
AUREX
H. G. M. Hatler, Rev. John CunNG AID
HEARI
Linton,
Dr.
Moore,
Dr.
ningham,
Funeral Home;' Christmas carols, converts.
and Morgan's
tion, church, radio, movies,
also, neighbors and friends for
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AUREX HEARING AID,
hour
your
in
you
console
so
God
Instruments are individ
of grief.
fitted. ear slight or severe
N
Use coupon for details about
THE CHILDRE
great gift of happiness for
meruberofyour family°ref
ROBERT E. PEAK
Masonic Meeting •
416 Guthrie Bldg. Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
Paducah. Ky.
hold a called meeting 7 pm.
Monday, December 3rd, 1945, to
confer the Master Mason's Degree. Brothers take notice.
Name
Ira C. Glover, Master
Address
G. W. Towery, Secretary
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Flight Officer Lawrence B. Women to
conservation a
mation. He was third string last
Sir Cristopher Wren, famous
conven
modern
close-in;
house;
-Room
8
•
farm200
capital. Sell some
Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. our
year.
aid in a long t'
British architect who built St.
home products. Thousands of
the T this fall Paul's also designed Wren Hall
Sims, Caldwell county, who reimprovement
adopted
Navy
soil
stoker.
with
iences,
our dealers now make quick
cently bailed out, uninjuried,
...non.
and it was a new experience for at William and Mary College,
particuFor
profits.
big
sales,
from a burning plane 20 miles
Smith. It was not until the last Virginia.
lars write Rawleigh's, Dept.
A good buy for
from Kumming. China, is awaitSturgeon, which are found in
two games that Comdr. Oscar
M.
Freeport,
KYK-215-192,
ing transportation home, his parHagberg, Navy coach, decided to North American, European and
ents have been advised. A student FOR A and B radio batteries, start Smith behind center in Asiatic waters, are never found
engineer was killed in the plane
sealed-beam autolights a n
place of Bob Hoernschemeyer. in tropical waters.
accident. F-0 Sims was recently
The 22 Swiss states differ from
many other auto accessories, Smith produced with startling
awarded the Air Medal for 600
see Bill's Auto Associate Store. results, Navy showing its scor- each other in nearly every point
if taken at once.
hours flying over the Hump and
128 E. Main St. Hill Building. ing punch for the first time this —religion, politics, industry, lanalso the Oak Leaf cluster. He
season with 33-7 and 36-7 vic- guage.
is a former instructor at Embry- FOR SALE—One pair, good
French civilian workers are retories over Michigan and WisW.
old.
years
3
heavy mules;
Riddle Air school, Union City,
claiming for the U. S. Army 100,ly.
consin,
respective
from
P. White. Two miles
Tenn.
of German battlefield
Thus, it will be a battle of 000 miles
Church. C o b b,
Crossroads
Tuck- communications wire.
with
deception
ck
quarterba
Insurance And Real Estate
Route 1.
Goodwin Thomson, USN
The Army had more than 900
Strictly masculine, these tooled
er and Smith* at the controls.
Visits Mother Here
leather Wallets. Laced or plain
WANTED: About January I While Army has not been beaten post exchange outlets in the
RT2-C Goodwin Thomson, inthree or four-room apartment since NaVy turned the trick at Pacific.
$1
$2.10 $3.50
structor in radio at the Navy
Eastside West Point in 1943 by 13-0 and
near
preferably
Pier, Chicago, spent Sunday
School. See or phone N. B. figures to win almost as it pleases,
with his mother, Mrs. McKee
Cameron, day, 94; night, 521-J. even against its arch foe, Nayy
Thomson and other relatives.
for this
FOR A and B radio batteries, is expected to be "up"
getting to be "A matter of
Sgt. William C. Henry
sealed-beam autolights a n d one.
Food shopping at your Red Front Store is more and more
'Princeton's Finest Department Store"
you and more and
Since the soldiers are rated
hamper
and
confuse
to
points
Home After Long Service
blue
many other auto accessories,
and
points
red
pleasure". With no
to
Red Front Store
nearest
Sgt. William Cary Henry, son
your
Visit
daily.
arriving
see Bill's Auto Associate Store. the greatest collection ever
more delicious items of merchandise
Middies
the
a
gridiron
grace
of Mrs. L. A. Walker, Locust
128 E. Main St. Hill Building.
and get a real kick out of it.
to gain and
have everything
street, was discharged Iron the
More for your Money all the Time
baby
e
two-piece
SALE—On
FOR
week
last
lose.
Knox
to
Ft.
nothing
Army at
with
coat
ladies'
one
fur;
home
fox
With Blanchard and Davis, the
and has returned to his
genuine mink collar; one man's Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside of
here after 42 months' service
overcoat; one man's suit; all All-America fame, getting most
in the European Theater.
in first class condition. See of the glory—and deserving it
Mrs. Portman, Henrietta Apts. —in Army's march to 17 straight
Got Army Discharges
ltp
At Ft. Knox Sunday
triumphs, the deeds of Tucker
In the habit of handling hides
S-Sgt. Elvie G. Oldham, W.
lot of fat hogs; have been somewhat overshadSALE—A
FOR
Nile Brand YeUow Cling California
Young street; Cpl. Robert H.
, handsomely, HICKOK turns
all weights. Call C. A. Wilson, oWed. Everyone fails to realize
Mitchell; and Sgt. Joseph E.
2 can 23(
1
No. 2/
PEACHES,
that Tucker calls those West
Fredonia.
Pigskin Into these beautiful
Neel were among Kentucky
Sunny Clime Green
Point signals, is the chap who
men discharged from the army FOR SALE —Four good young gets Die ball from center and
Belts, Braces and Wallets ...
(
No. 2 can 11
ss Beans
Stringle
at Ft. Knox Sunday.
Jersey milk cows, priced for the same one who hands it to
adds distinction to a distinctive
immediate sale. J. F. Graham. Blanchard and Davis.
QUAKER WHOLE WHEAT
leather.
Anglo-Saxons and Danes called
2tc
Welch's Fancy Tomato
Tucker and Smith were just
package
MUFFITS
Good Friday Long Friday, probabout everything when they
quart bottle
JUICE,
ably an allusion to the length of WILL wash and stretch curtains.
PENN-CHAMP
Mrs. Otis Stephens. Wood St. teamed up at Miami High. Smith
the service which marked the
FRESH SAUER
2tp captained the team and Tucker
8 qt. can
day.
MOTOR OIL,
Pure Pennsylvania Oil
pound
bulk
KRAUT,
William T. French, fire controlman, second class, son of Mrs.
Ethel French, Highland Avenue,
is at the Naval Staging Center,
Pearl Harbor, T. H., where he
will soon go aboard ship for the
United States to be honorably
discharged from the Navy.

FAST RR!

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale!

HICKOK BAR-H

046,000

C. A.Woodal

A Matter Of Pleasure!!

GOLDNAMER'S

BROCK RIMED DILL
2 quart jar
PICKLES,

Radio Repair

15 oz. jar
you will be glad t°
Why not start your Christmas shopping nowr Hundreds of items
etc.
nuts,
have for Christmas, canned fruits, canned vegetables, mixed

DRIED PEARS

FOR YOUR OLD RADIO

Say Goodbye
TO REPAIR TROUBLE AND EXPENSE WHEN
YOU BUY A NEW
Pigskin Belts and Braces
Belt with initial Buckle
Pigskin Wallets

$2 each

$3.50
$3 and $4

RCA'
JIM SHREWSBURY
OVER ELDRED HARDWARE

'Princeton's Finest Dept. Store

PHONE 423•J

24

LADY BETTY

California New and Delicioas
pound

29(

MINCE MEAT,

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
POTATOES I!

POTATOES I

bag 100 lb. when packed $2.79

Idaho

FIRM WISCONSIN

JUMBO SIZE

lb.
CABBAGE
bag, 50 pound when packed 90.3

CELERY

SPANISH
ONIONS,

mild and sweet
pound

stalk

SWEET AND ITITCY FLORIDA
pound
ORANGES, all sizes,
California Red Emperors
GRAPES,

Fresh Cheasepeake Bay Oysters, Head Lettuce, Fresh Tomatoes,
Peppers, Fresh Cocoanuts, Carrots, Cauliflower, etc.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT

15(

rliso
se
X
AID

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1844

1St Oph..._
radio,-aiZZ
With71.

G itra
"I in •
kelt or geg
for details
ha ppineis
Utfamily07;,

RT E.
ruthrie Bid;
ducah,

oil Erosion Robs Many Caldwell County Farms
nce Fertile Land Is

Farm Bureau and Other
Agencies Seek Cure

epleteci, Abandoned
5s Brings Poor Schools, Poor Churches,
oor Roads, Malnutrition And Misfortune
o Community, Experts Show
F. Blackburn

Farmers Join Move To Establish Soil
Conservation District To Stop Loss Of
Resources And Talent

• According to surveys made by
the Soil Conservation Service,
there are large areas of submarginal land—land that cannot
be farmed successfully—in the
hill area of the northern and
eastern
sections of Caldwell
county, and many acres more are
moving into this class yearly.
This, according to experienced
conservationists, presents a triple
threat to the farmer and the
farm community.
First, soil erosion, or soil washing depletes the 'oil of its fertillnd in some cases forces complete
abandoment of farms.
Second, along with depleted
soils go poor churches, poor
schools, poor roads, poor nutrition and a host of other things
socially undesirable.
Third, the problem is not altoe Farm Bureau and other gether localized. In the early
cies and individuals inter- stages of soil erosion, fine top
in the future prosperity of soil is carried to lowlands where
have been flood waters deposit much of it,
well county
hing for a way to stop this thus adding to the fertility of
of the county's resources and bottom lands.
But in the latter stage of
nt, and to repair, as far as
erosion, after the top soil is gone,
.ble, the damage done.
aldwell countians are ser- clay and poor soil clogs the
ly considering at this time streams and is deposited on the
conservation methods and bottom lands, making them less
conservation agencies that productive. Lack of vegetation
v aid in a long time program to check the flow of water along
brings
increased
il improvement and land re- watersheds
floods near the streams.
don;
Ey

Edward

ermine the delta of the
ty Mississippi river is not
nis of Diamonds" but acres
mething far more valuable
diamonds—thousands of
• of fertile top soil lifted
• the vast water-shed of the
issippi valley.
ixing with this ever shifting
ace to navigation at the
is of the river is the virgin
from many acres of farm
in Caldwell county. This
once provided a livelihood
prosperous farm families
grandsons and grandhters, many of whom are
most desirable citizens, must
seek an opportunity in fees and mills of crowded inrial centers of the United

erosion and soil depleting prac- on such farms also suffer less
from drought.
tices.
Erosion control on a great
According to the theory adof the hill land in Caldwell
part
of
deal
great
a
is
vanced, there
has been very limited.
county
truth in the statement made by
Buford Davis farm,
that certain But on the
persons
older
Crider, soil conservation
streams in Caldwell county were near
have been carried on
much larger when they were practices
THE MUDDY WATERS OF DONALDSON and other Caldwell
continuously for a number of
THIS FINE FIELD was once badly eroded. Soil conservation
Young.
county creeks overflow frequently, spreading the poor soils
a few years
practices restored it to useful farm land. Seen in the foreground
ago, a years. Here, what
Seventy-five years
washed from their watersheds over the bottom lands. Spring
ago were gullies, now are sodded
is a sodded waterway where once was a gully. A terrace opens
along
watershed
the
of
part
large
waterways; where once were
and summer floods often destroy valuable farm crops.
into the waterway. The field is kept sown in pasture graeses
the streams of this county were
hillsides, now are tereroded
when not in cultivation.
in timber. Leaves and tree roots
on which grow good
fields
raced
prevented the sudden runoff at
crops and almost year
water, and consequent washing field
'round pasture grasses.
of the soil.
Soil conservation districts
Stripping the land of timber
counand failure to sow grasses on the have been organized in 60
in
assist
to
Kentucky
in
ties
from
water
in
resulted
slopes
rain and melting snow rushing carrying on all types of soil conthe
rapidly down to streams below, servation work available to
carrying along large particles farmers in these districts who
work is
of soil. Many of these soil par- desire their services. The
No
ticles were dropped as the on a purely voluntary basis.
water moved along the streams, one has to participate in the
soil conservation practices.
thus filling up channels.
Many districts own terracing
The slower water moves as it
drains off the land, the more it and ditching equipment, pond
is absorbed by the soil. Terrac- digging equipment and other
ing slopes checks the flow of equipment too expensive for intile water. Grasses also check dividual farmers to own. This
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO a comfortable farm home stood the flow of water allowing some machinery is made available to
on this site. Soil erosion forced abandonment of this farm sev- of it to soak down the roots farmers under certain conditions.
ON THIS ABANDONED FARM once grew the best wheat marDecember 15, has been set as
eral years ago.
into the soil.
keted in Caldwell county, according to a statement made by a
Where soil erosion practices the date on which the farmers of
local miller at that time.
have been carried out on farms, Caldwell county will decide in
springs that have failed have a democratic manner whether
Most hill farms in Caldwell tion practices have been carried
been known to reappear, due to they want a soil conservation
county, where no soil conserve- out, have reached, or are rapidly
raising of the water level. Crops district for their county.

THIS CALDWELL COUNTY FARM once provided comfortably
for a family of seven. It is now so badly eroded it is sometimes
referred .to as the "Little Bad Lands." Not many years ago it
was traded for a crippled mule.
approaching, the latter stages and more local wells, springs and
streams fail during a part of the
of soil erosion.
In one section of Caldwell summer and economic consecounty is a farm on which 40 quences of such failures is very
years ago grew the best wheat
Farmers are often forced
marketed in this county, accord- severe.
sell their livestock before it
ing to a statement allegedly made to
ready for market, or incur
by a local miller at that time. is
financial outlays for haulToday the farm has been aban- large
water to their farms. In some
doned, due to such severe ero- ing
farm families are desion that it is no longer useful. Instances
drinking water and
of
prived
as
Huge gullies, in many places
severe
,
facilities during
much as 10 feet deep, run par- sanitary
Cities supplied by
allel to each other, at some points droughts.
from springs and streams
not more than 50 feet apart. water
often suffer severe damage to
This land has been advertised
during
health and industry
for taxes twice in the last 10
droughts.
years.
Soil conservationists have
Another badly eroded farm
rather conclusively
established
is one on which 25 years ago
that there is a direct relation
stood a comfortable farm home.
between stream failures and soil
This farm provided a living and
fair education to a family of five
children, before erosion got in
its deadly work. The land is so
badly eroded now it has been
referred to locally as "The Little Bad Lands." The farm was
abandoned and the house torn
down and moved away several
years ago. Not many years ago,
according to information receivwas
ed locally, this farm
•Each kit contains 3 fan
atom of Salon.type solution.
swapped for a crippled mule. 60
Curlers, 60 end tissues.
The present owner is making an cotton applicator, neutralitet
and complete instructions.
effort to reclaim some portions
of the land.
Each passing year sees more
OFFERING TH1 NEW GENERAL MOTORS

HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE

HYdra-Matic Drive is • combination of a
fluid coupling and • hilly automatic transmission. Gears shift automatically
through all four forward speeds, and
there'snot*ran.clutch pedalin theearl

"Look to Olds For All That's Newt"
Look to America's oldest motor car
manufacturer for the newest, smartest
thing in 1946 models—and the newest,
simplest way to drive. The 1946 Oldsrnobile, with General Motors' new
and liner Hydra-Matic Drive, is here
now—for all to come and see/

the chassis to provide greater ruggedness and reliability.
Hydra-Matic Drive is new, too. First
Introduced by Oldsmobile in 1939, and
thoroughly battle-proved in fast Army
tanks during the war, this great General Motors development has now been
made even finer, smoother, and longer
lasting than ever ... for the new 1944
Oldsmobile.

And it's truly NEW in every sense of
the word. The appearance is different
are invited to oaree in, see and infrom any previous Oldsmobile—with You
this great new General Motors
spect
front.'
new
smart
lines,
tailored
newly
Oldsmobile has been building
car.
Bodies
appointed
end design, and newly
quality automobiles for
by Fisher. The pernearly fifty years. This
tb
due
new,
formance is
newest Oldsmobile is by
smoother and livelier
far the finest-- the bestengines.
Power"
"Firebuilt Oldsmobile of all
There are many new adtime.
throughout
*memento
-

OLD

I4E

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Phone 83

Long sleeve Cardigan — wide selection of
colors—all wool, sweaters. Also in short sleeve,
slip-ons with high round and V-necks.
We have a wide selection of all-wool skirts
and jackets in all colors and sizes.
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with Ms parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John G. Glass.
Wendell Cartwright who has
The meat famine was broken
been in U. S. service for last
here last week when several
four years hart been Z1scharged
people killed hogs.
from service and is here visiting
Mrs. Loell Hale who has been
home folks.
ill is improved.
Mrs. Isaac McCormick has
been
has
Hooper,
who
Henry
been
quite ill is very much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. ,HoWard Deboe
Mr. Edd Deboe, who moved
have .had as their guest, Mrs.
here from Detroit a few weeks
Deboe's mother, from Dover,
ago, has been a patient at PrinceTenn.
ton Hospital for the past two
Isaac McCormick delivered his
weeks suffering from an infected
burley tobacco to Hopkinsville
toot. He is reported to be imloose floors last week.
proving.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Denham,
Mrs. Olus Wood and children,
of Colorado, are scheduled to
of-Scottsburg, was ,guest of her
arrive here .this week for a
sister, Mrs. W. P. Andrews and
visit with his mother, Mrs. J.
Mr. Andrews Sunday.
Oscar Croft recently purB. Denham and other relatives.
ihased the John Miller farm
Mr. and Mrs. TJrey Jewell, of
on Princeton-Hopkinsville high- ere by the first of the year. Mr. Hopkinsville, visited Mr. and
RECORD FLIGHT PI OT —
way, and will be moving in a White will go to Illinois to make Mrs. Ernest Jewell Sunday.
few weeks.
Gaydon Mitchell has been ab- Col. Clarence S. Irvine
is home.
Guy Ladd bought the Oscar
R. B. Cook, of Princeton, has sent from school on account of (above), of St. Paul, Neb., is
top pilot of the B-29 which
Croft farm a'few weeks ago and ought the John McElroy pro- illness. ,
will also be moving in a short erty here.
Burnett Hale, of Colorado, is landed in Washington for a
world-record flight from
time.
Omar Cook has also bought a visiting relatives.
Lawrence Doss has bought the track of land recently owned by
A colt belonging to Orland Guam. (AP Wirephoto from a
Milton Thomas farm near Clax- Guy Ladd.
Newson was struck by a car and world Army Air Forces)
ton, and will move there soon.
Kenneth Glass who has been killed Sunday night.
Carbon black, byproduct of
Pearson White has recently in service the last three yea, Our schoolhouse will be paintsold his farm to Mr. Allen, of n the European theater, has been ed in the near future, as soon facture, is just a variation
of
common soot.
Breathitt county, who will move •ischarged and Is now at home as a painter is available.

friendship News .

New Buick Shown
By Local Dealer

Buick's first post-war car, the
new model for 1946, is now being
here by Rowland
exhibited
Motor Co.
Material advances in styling
as well as functional design are
immediately apparent in the new
Buicics. An entirely new grille
not only adds massiveness to the
front but due to its construction
provides improved air flow. All
external surfaces of the new
grille are capped with chromeplated stainless steel.
Front appearance 'Ts further
enhanced by a new "aiming
ring" radiator ornament, new
and heavier bumper design, new
bumper guards and series designation. Flashway direction signals and parking lights are of
larger size. The fender has been
remodeled to give it true airfoil
contour
which
is
extended
through the door panel on all
NEW LEGION NATIONAL COMMANDER — American Legion
models.
National Commander John Stelle (left) raises a hand to greet
The
Buick 'valve-in-head
Fireball engine, introduced in delegates at the Legion convention in Chicago, afteFilis-electiciii.
1941, is continued with many im- Retiring National Commander Edward Scheiberling watches.
portant refinements. In this en- (AP Wirephoto)
gine Buick engineers have taken
full advantage of fundamental
qualities of the valve-in-head
design which permits, because of
Junior, were guests of Mr. and
By Dorothy Brasher
its dome-shaped head, the closest
Mrs. Sam Howerton, Mrs. W2 Mrs. T. L. Grubbs a few days
possible approach to the ideal
form of combustion chamber, M. Young and Mrs. Luke Quer last week.
termous were overnight guests
Mr. Montgomery Leeper rethe sphere.
of Mrs. C. Y. Williams, of cently diacharged from the U.
Russellville, Thursday.
S. Army is visiting his aunt,
Brighten Your Corner
The Ladies' Missiorary society Miss Ada Leeper.
St. John, Kas.—(1P)—Gillmore of Fredonia First Presbyterian
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Burklew
Osborne, chief of the volunteer Church met with Mrs. Jamesi and children were guests of Mr.
fire department, notified all Landis Friday.
'and Mrs. Lee Burklew recently.
members to be on hand at the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alle
Miss Myr' Rice and Miss Barnext regular meeting. "Something McElroy and sons were recen bara Dorrah have
returned
special," he said. When they guests of Mrs. Joseph Parr an home after spending a few weeks
showed up, he handed them cans Mr. and Mrs. Charles McElroy, with friends in Chicago, Ill., and
of wax and polish and put them
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Burnet Gary, Ind.
to work brightening up the fire and son, Myron, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. George Loyd, Mrs. Kentruck.
Lawrence Baldwin, Sr. and son neth Loyd and Mr. John Loyd,
of Rosaclare, Ill., were in town
Sunday visiting relatives.

Livestock Market "
Sales were steady web
week on the Princeton
Lie
Market Monday, it
was r
by Brad Lacey,
manager. T
sold was 548 head.
Baby
topped at $15.50;
No. 1 v
$16.50 and hogs,
$14.45. All
hogs, 140 pounds and
up, sold
ceiling Prices.

Tests Are Ready
Washington, D.
than 15,000 American
high se
seniors with a flair
for Ric,
scion will be priming
thorns,.;
for a three-hour test
in
tition for $11,000 in sch,!
awarded annually to
fin,
the Science Talent Sean.1.
Examinations have he,
ed to more than 3,00i,
school principals and
t,
who will administer
the
December 3-27, at
which
they must be returned to
'
Clubs of America in Was
'
Watson Davis says. The
e
tions are designed to revJ
student's ability to
think
reason rather than
measure
fund of scientific knowl
edge
--Subscribe to The
Leader

Attends Funeral of
Aubrey Patterson Here
We deal, not in cold dimes and dollars, but in friendly
dreams, ambitions and desires. Today, as in the beginning, our business exists only to make home ownership a reality and to provide a safe place for the investment of savings. We are always ready to advise
with you and plan for the future as only Americans

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Princeton, Kentucky

Out-of-town people attending
the funeral of Aubrey B. Patterson here Sunday afternoon were
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Powers,
Hampton, Va., Mrs. L. J. Bryant,
Frankfort; Dr. William G. Childress, Valhalla, N. Y.; Aubrey
It Childress, Louisville; Wendell
H. Childress, South Bend, Ind.;
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Chappell, Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Hawkins, H. H.
Crosby and Mrs. M. G. Veal, all
of Paducah.

Wonderful bargains in soft wool,
tailored gabardines, dressy crepes.
In good taste for all occasions.

Answers Too?
Bogota—(JP)---This price tag
was seen at a local shop-wondow
"Puzzles (Columbian Politics)
25c Each."

Those flattering new styles trimly
or dressy classics.

An early reminder ... our supply of quality gifts, the kind CayceYost is famous for, is naturally limited. Below are listed some of
the more hard-to-get items which we now have in stock. How long
they'll last we don't know, so shop Cayce-Yost early and first.

PURE LINEN
Pure linen

handkerchiefs, hem

stitched and first quality. Our
first shipment in five years
1.25 each; other handkerchiefs in
cotton and linen mixtures from
25c.

Chesterfields, smart belted sport
coats, tweeds and solid colors.

SILK SCARVES
Pure silk squares in exclusive designs, 5.95 and 10.00 men's fine
mufflers in cashmere, 10.95 in
wool and rayon, from 1.95
Pure wool mufflers at 3.95. Our
collection is unusually large and
beautiful. Pure white scarves
from 1.95.

Many beautiful shades and styles
including stripes, checks; tweeds,
and solid colors.

A limited quantity of fine EngHA wool hose 1.25 Also lisle
long hose for men in variety of
colours and patterns. We have our
first large shipment in four years
now in stock. Sizes 10 to 13.

FINE NECKWEAR
Pure silk, fine rayon, and silk
mixtures in the most colorful
neckwear since the lights came on
again pure silk at 3.50; others
at 1.00, 1.60 and 2.50.-Be sure you
see our exclusive patterns.

ENGLISH LEATHER
Mark Cross wallets, leather cases,
notebooks and cigarette cases in
the most outstanding collection of
fine leather you've ever seen. Supply is limited, and if you want
them monogrammed allow plenty
of time.

Come in and make your selection while
our line is complete
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Friendship

tae Li
"
in
• it was
•ead, I34
.50;
a. $14,45.
(Is

Mrs. Leon Cummins and Mrs.
Cook Oliver gave the clothing
lesson for Friendship Homemakers at their meeting Thursday afternoon, Nov. 15, at the
home of Mrs. Cummins. A demonstration in cutting and fitting
patterns was given.
Mrs. Herman Oliver had charge
of the business meeting when
plans were made for the club's
annual Christmas party to be
held December 20.
Mrs. Cummins served refreshments to the following members
and visitors: Mesdames Herman
Oliver, Charles Broekmeyer, Jr.,
Ragon Cummins, Floyd Hunter,
Shell Hunsaker and Lloyd Beck.
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The first post cards in the
States were issued in
United
Mondevideo--M—The execu1873.
tor of Mrs. Teresa Englebrecht
Gadea's estate has asked the
newspapers to help him persuade
the government to take $70,000.
In a letter to the papers, he said
wabbt•
Do false, teeth drop, slip or sneeze?
Mrs. Garea left the sum to the when
you talk. eat, laugh or
and embarrassed by
annoyed
be
Don't
fir
hospiused
be
government to
such handicaps. FASTICETti, an like.
d) powder to sprinkle on
tals but "for four months all ef- Iii,. won-aci
your plates, keeps false teeth more
to
t feeling of seforts to get the government
firmly set. Gives confiden
and added comfort. No gummy,
Get NABaccept the • money have been curity
gooey, pasty taste or feeling.store.
TEETH today at any drug
fruitless.
—
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Otter Pond

Otter Pond Homemakers met
with Mrs. Ray Martin, November
20, for their regular monthly
meeting. There were 12 menAers
and two visitors present. Mrs. W.
P. Crawford, chairman, had
charte.
Mrs. H. C. McConnell gave a
very helpful lesson on pattern
alteration. The Study of Guatalittle "Lightning Bugs",
ants are seated , mala and El Salvador was led by
stand guard over the dock in which the 20 defend
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Purpose
Fritz Sauckel, Alfred Jodl, Franz von Papen, Arthur peysO
for "The Thought of the Month."
for their formal initiation, (AP Wirephoto)
This was conducted by Mrs.
held Monday night, Dec.
Homer Mitchell, after which the
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RETONGA HIS STANDBY
SAYS INDIANA FARMER

There is no ancient geographical term which covered all of
the area now known as Palestine,

18.6c gal.
Ethyl Gas
2c
/
_________ 161
White Gas ____----_-__ ______
gal.
per
9c
Kerosene —____---pure oil
0%
---10
-------Pennzoil ______ ______ —_—
recapped
We can deo take your tires and have them

18 months, 12 months, and 6
months repayment terms on
other loans—depending on its
and SERtype or purpose
VICE goes with them all!

Grade 3 tires for sale.
We buy, sell or trade used cars.

50 gal.
We will give you 1 c off if you buy
or more gasoline.
to farmers at 50c per
A Pod grade of motor oil
fat when you purchase 5 gal ar more.

style hats, with 2%-inch brims!
These favorite raw -edge
replete
Hanway Custom fashioned,
is
ation
illustr
Upper
Lower illustration is a
trim.
button
and
cord
with fitted
$
matching
Hanway fur felt, with
band and bow. 6% to 744.

2.49 to $7.49

... You are insuring your own Future when
purchase a Life Insurance Contract.
Savings and Investment.

and different
•perfume that lasts all day

•new

•economical to use
•will not stain clothing
•apply to the skin
e
•body warmth brings omit true fragranc

nn

An Prkea
s"
"Sweet Memory—Spring Flower
Intriguing" $1"Pius F•d.
and
Spicy
Night—
al
"Tropic
Tao
"Persuasion—Allure and Enchantment"
finger),
Cologne (perfumed
Body Powder (soft as mist);
to match 81.00

THE MODERN
SCIENTIFIC
ANSWER! •
Come And SEE!

to

TRUSS TECHNICIAN
DOBBS TRUSS
DISTRIBUTING CO.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Will Be At The

The truss that is different.
It does not spread the rupture.
It holds with a soft concave pad.
No bulbs, belts or straps.
Henrietta Hotel
It only presses the body in 2
places.
Thurs. Dec. 6
It can be put on in five seconds.
N
WOME
MEN,
It can'be washed.
AND CHILDREN
No obligation!

Thursda , November 29, 1
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Army Recruiting
Drive Going Well

Rationing Of All
Foods Is Ended
Sugar
ingMake
ExceptWill
More

Washington, (FP) - All meat
rationing ended Nov. 24. All
food fats became point-free.
Food fats freed from the ration program include butter,
margarine, lard and shortening.
The meat rationing termination
also applies to canned fish,.
Sugar is now the only food
left on the ration list.
Since Sept. 30, about one third
of the meat supply has been ration-free. This included the lower grades of beef, veal and lamb.
Only choice cuts of those meats
and virtually all pork had remained on the ration list after
that time.
The meats and fats rationing
program was started March 29,
1943.
Secretary Anderson said there
is no immediate prospect of lifting sugar rationing.
Anderson estimated that lifting of rationing will make meat
available for civilians in December at an annual rate of 185
pounds per capita compared with
an annual rate of 110 pounds
during the early spring and
summer.
In announcing the action, An-

And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Per
It may be caused by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kidneys fail to remove micese
acids and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness,
getting up nights, leg pains swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning is another sign that something I. wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment i• wiser than neglect. Use
Donn's Yale. It is better to rely on a
medicine that blue won countrywide approval than on something les, favorably
known. Doan'• have been tried and tested many years. Are at all drug stores.
Get Donn's today.

A report on seed inspecting at
the Kentucky Experiment Station contains the following statent:
"Irregularities in the prelimiary cleaning of tobacco seed
ontinue to cause trouble. Seed
producers are learning that the
Guam is the largest of the
arsher methods of breaking
Islands.
Mariana
crushing
by
p pods do .damage

Goal Is To Replace Men,
Long In War Ser vice,
Wanting Out

Move
Meats And Fats Available, Says Sec. Of
Agriculture

iii
'rks

HIM ON TRAIN
SAILOR BRINGS HOME BABY GIVEN
in the arms of
happily
gurgles
Lee
Sandra
Eleven month old
the baby was
sailor Don Caffrey and his wife. Caffrey says
brought the sailor
given him by its mother on the train which
juvenile court
home from two year's combat. The Caffreys told
the mother
because
child
the
adopt
to
want
they
in Omaha,
might try to reclaim it. (AP Wirephoto)
derson said the decision was
agreed to by Price Administrator Chester Bowles.
Anderson said supplies of fats
and oils will continue to be limited for several months. He explained, however, that continued rationing of fats and oils after cessation of meat rationing
would have necessitated establishment of a new rationing program, at least for a short time.
OPA, he said was not prepared to handle such a program.
Public Told To Save Book 4
OPA cauWashington, (IF)
tioned the public to be sure to
save ration book No. 4 for buying sugar.
A spokesman for the agency
said, however, that with termin.
ation of meats and fats rationing, all other stamps in book
No. 4 are valueless. So, he added, are red tokens which were
given as change for meats-fats
coupons.
The sugar stamp currently
valid is No. 38. It will be good
for five pounds through December 31.

Columbus, Ohio-Major General James L. Collins, commanding general, Fifth Service Command, covering the states of
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and
West Virginia, said this week
enlistinents during the first week
nearly
of the new progman
doubled the number made the
preceding week.
"Our initial goal," said General Collins, "is to secure 70,000
volunteers to replace men with
long and arduous war service
who desire to return to civil
life. We must build a new peacetime Regular Army large enough
to meet requirements to protect
the peace and our national corn-,
mitments. There is still a big fob'
to be done.'
"We have organized a field
force of 141 officers, 497 enlisted
men and 137 civilian employes
for this recruiting work, and will
back them up with general publicity, cooperative promotion and
paid advertising."

Milk Sharecropping
Charleston, S. C.-(IP)- Sharecropping in milk production has
proved a success in Fairfield
county, S. C., says the state Extension Service. One farmer has
arranged for milk production
among his tenants on the same
basis that it has been used for
many years in cotton production.
The farmer owns the cows, the
cropper feeds and milks them,
and grows feed. Cost of supplemental feed is deducted before
profits are divided on a 50-50
basis.
The plan supplements rather
than replaces cotton sharecropping. Milk checks reduce advances on regular crops and maunre builds up cotton lands.
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Subscribe to The Lead

gills...,

VL
APPEARS ISPFORE
PEARL HARBOR COMMITTEE - Former Secretary of
State Cordell Hull (above),
appears before the joint congressional committee investigating Pearl Harbor disaster
as his prepared statement revealed that he had expected
war with Japan prior to the
Pearl Harbor attack and that
he and President Roosevelt had
desperately to
maneuvered
gain time. (AP Wirephoto)
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CHRISTMAS CARDS
25 for $1.00
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Visit our store for the best selection of toys.

$21.50

Among the "best names" in toys that we have
in stock are:

5-stone wedding band
same in 3-stone.

IN Living Room Suites
(All Spring Construction)

Trojan Games

$69.95 to $249.

$45;

•Dining Room Suites

4Judy Puzzles

6

(Mahogany and Walnut)

$29.75

Table Sets

$149.95 to $429.

*Blackboard
&Metal Toys

14-Kt. Wedding Band.

$12.90

Use our Lay-Away or Divided-Payment Plan.

instead Jewelers
Phone

Gifts the Whole Family will Enjoy
for Years to Comm ...

4"Friendlee" Felt Toys

▪ Entire Line of Teach-A-Tot Toys

$15.00

. George,
Cre
t,G
eetHu
owto
,v
ins

13. erl1).albiim
irni
Cagnly'
Bridal Set; 14-Kt Perfectly matched.

IRocky Horse

3-stone engagement ring;
Fine color; Exceptional

build
where n
lintits to

in Hopkinsville

▪ Merry-Go-Rounds

Solitaire; mounted in beautiful 14-Kt. yellow gold.
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is KEACH'S
You* will like this lovely
ring.
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Has Plan To Help
Small Herd Owners Home Saver

Toys

Warsaw-VP)-The govern!1
ordered the "old city" of w,
destroyed by the Nazis,
walled up to prevent p
and thefts among
the
There are many walls
still/
ing within the old city $.
signs "this is a historical sp„,
not remove any
documen
objects that may be fotuld

r

C. A. Woodall

$150.00

Robber Stopper

,

Kentucky farmers are interestBridgeport, Conn.-(if.)-Now,
ed in the possibilities of breeding
to thoughtful General
thanks
and
,
artificially
cattle
dairy
husband
thereby making available the ser- Electric engineers, a
a double
vice of good sires to a large and wife can share
bed- without- quarreling- over
number of small herd owners.
the bed clothes. GE
The College of Agriculture at warmth of
a two-control autodeveloped
has
about
are
Lexington says there
blanket. Each half
electric
matic
130,000 farms in Kentucky where
can be kept at a different temperonly one or two cows are kept,
ature.
principally to produce milk and
about
On
use.
butter for home
60,000 farms in Kentucky from Circumstantial Evidence
three to 10 cows are milked and
Milton, Fla.-M-Members of
a considerable portion of the milk the town council were weighing
and cream sold for cash, this in- the pros and cons of a rodent
totaling about $40,000,000 eradication program here when a
come
Total demand for crude oil and
large rat circled the table at
1944.
during
products in the United States in
of these which the discussion was taking
a
majority
of
Owners
1944 exceeded 5,000,000 barrels a
small herds cannot justify the place. The measure passed withday.
initial cost of a good sire, in ad- out further debate.
dition to providing feed and care
The British colony of the Bafor their cows, it is stated.
Head Man
hamas consist of 3,000 islands
By organizing groups for handYork-(R)-When the
New
and cover an area 8000 miles in
ling an artificial breeding pro- chaplain at' a Long Island Coast
length.
gram, thousands of small herd Guard base is away on brief
owners could have the use of leaves, he hangs this sign on his
high-producing sires to build up office door: "Chaplain's gone
the production of their herds.
ashore. Take your troubles to
The college says the artificial God."
breeding plan will1. Offer the same privilege to
Insurance Agency
Food For Thought
owners of small as well as large
Ocala, Fla..-(IF)-Summoned
herds to use the very best bulls
to put out an oven blaze, Fire
Established
at nominal cost. Small herd Chief Tom Sexton was worried ,
1907
owners who breed artificially about the adibility of a flaming
will eventually keep another pro- meatloaf if he doused it with wa"Not For A Day, But
fitable cow instead of a bull.
ter. He extinguished the fire with
2. Spread the good influence a can of condensed milk.
For All Time."
of a few carefully chosen bulls,
over a wide area, in many herds
in a short space of time.
3. Most effectively prevent the
"When you buy insur- spread of general diseases. Bulls
being used artificially are examined regularly and often to detect
Agency,
this
from
ance
lowered fertility. An infertile
bull may be retired from active
you are bringing home duty before much valuable time
is wasted.
4. Offer a herd owner plenty
security."
of bull service at the time of year
he needs it Most.

Sparkling blue white diamonds
to make her Christmas a brilliant pne.

or cracking seed, and that curing
seed while still in the pods is
just as important in seed production as the curing of plants
In production of high-quality
tobacco. Greater care in handling, especially in harvesting,
curing, cleaning and storage, will
eliminate many of the difficulties in the production of seed."

Urges Better Care
In Seed Production

1

Wooden Toys

Eldred Hardware Co.
ne 321

•Lounge Chairs and Ottomans

•Bedroom Suites
(Walnut, Mahogany and Maple)

$79.95 to $349.
IN Sofa Beds
(A Sofa by Day -Bed by Night)

$69.95 to $84.95
III Knee Hole Desks

(Just the Chair for His Christmas)

(Mahofany and Walnut)

$49.95 to $79.95

$29.85 to $114.95

and Many Home Furnishing Items,such as,Tables,
Mirrors - Lamps - Rugs and Carpet - Stoves,
Heaters and Hassocks

KEACH FURNITURE CO.
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